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FOREWORD 

This report of the site selection phase (Phase II) of the Department 

of Energy Nuclear Energy Center Program was prepared by the Southern States 

Energy Board (SSEB) for Oak Ridge National Laboratory under Union Carbide 

Nuclear Division Subcontract No. 7336. It is the report of the follow-on 

study to Phase I of the NEC program and was conducted to identify a site 

or sites in the State of South Carolina for a more detailed site-specific 

study in a subsequent phase. Phase I of the program was conducted in 

the first half of 1977 to identify states in the SSEB region which de-

sired to participate in the NEC program with South Carolina being 

selected. 

The Phase II study began June 22, 1977 after a series of correspon-

dence and meetings among DO'a, ORNL, SSEB, South Carolina Energy Research 

Institute and Battelle Southern Operations during which the scop.'Y'Jf 

work and relationship to the overall NEC program were discussed. The 

contents of this Phase II report represent the integration of the follow-

ingt\activities: review of existing Nuclear Energy Center and related. 
<" ll 

studies for their possible application to Phase II; an analysis of a 

number of siting regions to identify potential areas in South Carolina 

for future Phase III NEC study; and involvement of utilities, state and 
O ' '' federal agencies, public interest organizations, and other interested 

s\-
parties who might have an interest in the NEC study program. 

Perhaps one of the most significant aspects of the study was the 

early involvement of environmental and' public interest organizations 
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which in previous similar studies have been involved only toward the 

end of a project, rather than at the beginning. This early involvement 
,1 

has ̂ resulted in a more balanced consideration of the factors involved 

in a site selection study and has contributed to a more representative 

study than would otherwise have been possible. 

One additional phase of the NEC program is planned. Phase III, , 

the detailed site-specific study of the site recommended to and approved 

.by the Department of Energy, is scheduled to begin in the summer of 

1978. Phase III is planned^as a cooperative study between the DOE, SSEB, 

the participating States, Utilities, Industries, and other interested"' 

parties. Based on preliminary discussions with several of the interest-

ed firms and organizations in these groups, it is expected that they 

will provide significant contributory support during the conduct of 

Phase III. This support will most likely be in the form of technical 
0 and institutional expertise and access to available data. y 

It is important to note that the sites qualifying for more detailed, 

site-specific study in Phase III are strictly study sites. There is no 

intent to initiate any action whatsoever relative to development of a 

nuclear energy center at the site recommended'for further study. Rather, 

the intent is to establish the technical and institutional feasibility 

and practicality of the NEC concept on a site-specific basis, as one 

possible option for future siting of power plants. Great consideration 

has been given to selecting a site that is representative of the region 

and for which the study will fi;l-i"in gaps andt provide more information 

to the existing data base. /r. 
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ABSTRACT 

A site screening study was conducted to identify a site or sites for 

detailed, site-specific study as a nuclear energy center. Using technical 

criteria of water requirements, geotechnical constraints, and projected load 

center and transmission considerations as well as environmental and insti-

tutional considerations, five potential study sites in the State of 

i G' 

South Carolina were identified, evaluated against established criteria, and 

ranked according to their acceptability as potential nuclear energy center 

study sites. Consideration ,of what is "representative" of a site as well 
" • '; - o ^ 
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as the ranking score was factored into site recommendations, since the 

site deemed easiest to license and permit may not be the most desirable 
) -

site for future study of the technical and institutional feasibility 

and practicality, of a specific site. 

The sites near Lake Hartwell and the Savannah River Plant (SRP) 
u 

of the Department of Energy were selected as potential study sites 

after consideration of the above criteria. Because the Lake Hartwell 

site offers the opportunity to consider institutional issues which may o be more representative of other possible NEC sites, it is recommended 
o 

that the Lake Hartwell site be studied to establish the feasibility 
i o r-

and practicality of the nuclear energy concept on a site-specific 

basis. " " 
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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

There have been a number of studies conducted by agencies of the 

federal government during the last decade to determine the advantages, 

disadvantages, feasibility, and practicality of concentrating relatively 

large numbers of nuclear electric generating units in a power park 

arrangement within a single geographical area, as contrasted with locat-

ing the same number of nuclear electric generation units at dispersed 

sites. This concept of concentrating nuclear power for the commercial 

generation of electricity is known as a Nuclear Energy Center (NEC). 

The most comprehensive study of NECs was conducted by the U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC) under a Congressional mandate and reported 

as the Nuclear Energy Center Site Survey - 1975 (NECSS-75), (Ref. 1) 

issued in five volumes as NUREG-0001 in January, 1976. 

The NRC study was mostly generic in nature, however, so that many 

site-specific questions were left unanswered. The report concluded that 

NEC's are generally considered to be technically feasible, and important 

technical is-sues such as water use management, waste heat dissipation, 

and transmission systems design are considered amenable to resolution. 

The more difficult issues appear to be institutional and revolve around 

land use planning, land acquisition, taxation and equitable revenue 

distribution, ownership and management of NEC's, the legal and regulatory 
/ Vr 

•aspects of transmitting electricity across state boundaries, and the roles 

of the various levels of government in all of the above. These issues 

can only be addressed in a site-specific study. 



The bulk electric power supply for the Continental United States is 

provided by a great number of individual electric power companies and 

utilities. Most electric utilities have their high voltage, transmission 

networks interconnected with neighboring system networks to form power 

network pools which can be used to transport imported or exported electri-

city from one system to another under planned purchase arrangements, or to 

meet emergency conditions. Many of the systems, and even individual utilities, 

operate in more than one state and cross state boundaries. Therefore, it 

is important to understand how the electric utilities operate and inter-

connect in order to properly assess electrical energy matters at the 

state level. 

The National Electric Reliability Council (NERC) was formed in 1968 

for the purpose of further augmenting the reliability and adequacy of 

bulk power supply by the electric systems of North America. It consists 

of nine regional reliability councils whose membership comprises 

essentially all of the power systems in the United States. The region 

served by each Regional Reliability Council is shown by the shaded areas 

on the map of North America in Figure 1. Most of the Regional Councils 

consist of more than one major electric power pool and are further 

divided into electric power Sub-regions. For example, the Southeastern 

Electric Reliability Council (SERC) has four pools: the Florida Sub-Region; 

the Alabama-Georgia-Mississippi Sub-Region; the TVA Sub-Region; and the 

Virginia-Carolinas (VACAR) Sub-Region. 

Major electric utilities serving customers primarily in the States of 

South Carolina, NorthvCar.o.tina, -and Georgia currently have a total electrical 
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capacity of 40,613 megawatts; additions currently under construction or 

announced will increase that capacity to 75,027 megawatts in the 1984-1990 

time frame, an increase of 84%. Of this 34,414 megawatts of announced 

increase, 19,971 or 58% is projected to be delivered by nuclear powered 

plants. If growth in electrical demand continues at the present rate, more 

than 4,000 megawatts of additional power will be required yearly throughout 

the 1990's. Should petroleum and natural gas supplies decline more rapidly 

than expected, and such items as heat pumps and electric cars become common-

place, this projection L.ay prove inadequate in the 1990's. Conversely, 

increased conservation and home solar heating may lower electric demand. 

Given both the uncertainties in the speed of implementation of conservation 

and alternative energy technologies, and also the trend toward increasing 

electrification of industrial, commercial, and residential processes, serious 

examination of a nuclear energy center siting option is appropriate. 

It is a concept that should bq thoroughly explored today to see if concentrated 

nuclear power plant siting is a feasible method to add to the repertoire of 

solutions for meeting growing electric demand. v-.> 

The map of the United States in Figure 2 shows where nuclear electric 

generating stations are located. The legend indicates whether the station 

is licensed to operate, is under construction, or is in the planning stage. 

The actual development of a NEC would have a major impact on the 

participating utilities and their electrical generation and distribution 

systems serving the impacted region, well beyond the state boundaries in' 

which the NEC would be located. Although not a part of this study, the co-

location of associated nuclear fuel cycle facilities could be an option which 
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might offer potential for reducing the risks, the costs, and the environ-

mental impact of nuclear power. 

The overall objective of the current Department of Energy (DOE) NEC 

study program undertaken by the SSEB is to assess the technical, socio-

economic, environmental, and institutional feasibility and practicality of 

a NEC at a specific site and, at the same time, provide information and 

keys to the solution of generic problems relating to potential NEC sites 

in any region of the country. The selected site, the program participants, 

and the general public of the region become, in essence, an integrated 

field laboratory in which issues of all type can bri researched and resolved, 

either favorably or unfavorably. Thus, the selected site becomes one 

of the critical elements in the NEC study program. 

The SSEB NEC program consists of three phases: (I) program definition, 

(II) site selection, and (III); the potential nuclear energy center evaluation. 

Phase I was conducted by the SSEB in 1977 and was reported in the SSEB 

report Nuclear Energy Center Program, Phase I Program Definition (Ref. IS)"'. 

It consisted primarily of a survey of its member states and major utilities 

to determine their interest in participating in the study program. The 

State of South Carolina, with extensive experience in nuclear developments 

and nuclear power, has had state government, industry, and public 

acceptance of nuclear power for many years. South Carolina was there-

fore considered as a promising area for a site-specific study. When 

South Carolina officials were informed of the proposed study, they 

realized the results would complement the state's need to obtain 

further detailed information about the environmental and economic 

impact of existing and future nuclear development within- South Carolina. 
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After a discussion of the proposed study with DOE and SSEB officials, 

Governor Edwards expressed positive interest in participating in the' 

program. Governor Hunt of North Carolina also expressed his interest 

in the NEC program. He offered the support of North Carolina; particularly 

important since two of the participating utilities have service areas 

in North Carolina as well as South Carolina. In fact, all utilities 

in states adjoining South Carolina would be involved in such a study 

due to the interregional demand and supply aspccts of electrical power. 

One question of concern in the development of any large-scale energy 

source jis the area to be served by that energy source. Often in energy 

matters, states become relatively parochial, looking first to local energy 

needs and ignoring the larger region. In South Carolina the state's only 

current home-developed energy comes from wood and hydropower. South Carolina 

lacks coal reserves and uranium mines. Development of potential off-shore 

oil and natural gas supplies, if found to be feasible, is some years away. 

In terms of electrical production, the state acts cooperatively with other 

states, as all utilities in the Southeast are interconnected. The two 

largest of the state's four major electrical utilities (Duke Power Company 

and Carolina Power and Light Company) also serve North Carolina, so that 

utility service regions do not correspond to state boundaries. In addition, 

South Carolina utility transmission lines interconnect with those of other 

states, including Georgia Power Company lines serving the State of Georgia 

to help insure stability of each interconnected utility system when un-

expected production difficulties are encountered. 

The site selection Phase II of the NEC study proqram began in mid 1977. 

The objective was to identify, investigate, and evaluate through a preliminary 
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screening process, potential power plant sites in South Carolina 

considered to have the capability for development into a potentially 

acceptable nuclear energy center. In addition, the site should not be 

unique but, rather, be representative of the region and provide, for 

study purposes, as many of the elements of the NEC issues of concern 

as possible. 

To accomplish the Phase II work, SSEB subcontracted with Battelle 

Southern Operations to assist in overall management of the project, and 

with the recently created South Carolina Energy Research Institute (SCERI) 

to generate data and coordinate SSEB tasks within South Carolina borders. 

A Utility Working Group was formed to provide technical expertise on siting 

and transmission matters peculiar to the region under study. It was composed 

of representatives from the electric utilities serving the region under 

evaluation: Carolina Power & Light Company, Duke Power Company, 

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company, South Carolina Public Service 

Authority, and Georgia Power Company. A Project Steering Committee was 

formed to provide overall project direction. It drew upon the expertise 

of the SSEB and its Advisory Committee membership. The Project Steering 

Committee had as its members experts in the NEC study program fields of 

interest including legal, economics, radiological health and safety, 

environmental protection, and nuclear electric qeneration and transmission. 
)t 

It was supported by participating observers who were available fortechnical 

advice from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, TVA, and the 

Southeastern Electric Reliability Council. The Steering Committee 

Chairman was Dr. Lamar Priester, Vice-chairman of SSEB, who is also Deputy 

Commissioner for Environmental Health & Safety, South Carolina Department 

of Health and Environmental Control. 
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Interested party involvement in the NEC study was considered an 
U 

important element in order to obtain a wide range of input in the 
' i 

evaluation procd •. ~ ,briefing letter, dated September 14, 1977, was 

sent by SSEB to over thirty federal, regional, state, environmental, 

and public interest organizations in North Carolina and Georgia. This 

letter explained the objectives of the NEC program and provided a brief 

form letter which could be used to indicate different levels of interest 

in becoming involved in the program. A large majority of the responses 

indicated an interest in either actively participating in the program 

or in being kept informed of program progress. By letter dated 

January 11, 1978, SSEB sent a status report letter to those designated 

in the previously returned form letters. The status report listed 

five candidate sites for future site-specific evaluation and requested, 

feedback from the addressees should they so desire, so all viewpoints 

and concerns could be considered in the evaluation. Within the State 

of South Carolina, SCERI sent letters of project objectives and plans 

to similar interested parties and held briefings with a number of 
< | governmental and public interest organizations. -<i 

The five candidate sites identified for possible future site-specific 

evaluation were: 

• Near the confluence of the Great and Little Pee Dee Rivers 
in Georgetown County. (Pee Dee^C'ite) 

U l! I 
c :Below the confluence of the Congaree and Wateree Rivers 

or on Lake Marion. (Marion Site) 

• On or below the Savannah River Plant Reservation. (SRP Site) 

• On the South Carolina side of the Clark Hill Reservoir. 
(Clark Hill Site) 

• On the South Carolina side of the Hartwell Reservoir. 
(Hartwell Site) 
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The Steering Committee met on several occasions to review the 

data provided by the SCERI and the progress of the overall project. t 

The final meeting was held on March 7, 1978 for the purpose of provid-

ing guidance and direction for the Phase II Report to DOE. The draft 

Phase II Report which recommended the Hartwell Site was then sent to 

Interested Parties for their review and comments. This led to a final 

document, the SSEB report on the findings of the Phase II study. 

Letters from Interested Parties and others, containing substantive 

comments on the draft Phase II Report are listed in Appendix I, and a 

summary of the comments received is given in Section 3. 

Phase III is the next step and one which can follow immediately 

upon the completion of Phase II. It is planned to be a cooperative study 

program, with SSEB and its participants sharing in the overall cost of 

the effort, mainly through in-kind cost contribution of some technical 

and institutional expertise. It will conclude this part of the DOE 

nuclear energy center study program with a detailed evaluation of the 

site selected from those candidates found suitable as a result of the 

Phase II preliminary screening process. The detailed evaluation willjj 
[\ . { 

emphasize methodology of site evaluation and thus will not serve as ^ 

a total evaluation, required by NEPA for an Environmental Impact 
O Statement^ It will, however, address the issues of primary concern V 

to a multi-state group of individuals and organizational entities 

representing different interests and objectives. 
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SECTION 2 

STUDY METHODOLOGY 

This section describes the various techniques used to address the many 

complex and varied subjects considered in the Phase II Site Selection 

study. It addresses some of the important considerations that went into 

the development and implementation of the study methodology. 

Of the many issues to be considered, the definition of the NEC, for 

the purpose of this study, was of paramount importance. Questions 

of size (number of units and their ratings), makeup (power only, power 

and fuel cycle, on-site industry options, etc.), and type (light water 

reactors, breeder reactors, combination) typified {the issues involved 

in defining a NEC for this study. As described in Section 4, the 

definition ultimately chosen was based on an integration of governmental 
i • 

administration policy, previous research, and practicalities of power-/ 

plant siting. 

The next study methodology to be considered was the mechanism for selecting 

alternative study sites. While numerous selection methods were explored, 

from the use of previously identified sites on one extreme to a complete 

macro evaluation of the entire state at the other extreme, the technical 
I) 

constraints related to water requirements governed the selection of five 

suites chosen for Phase II evaluation purposes. Once these five sites were I 
identified as possessing the minimum amount of water necessary to support 

a NEC, general geotechnical, transmission, environmental, and meteorological 
analyses were conducted. O st 

A 

In addition to the technical considerations which were used to screen the 

prospective study sites, the question "What is a representative study site?" 



was of critical importance. The rationale for this question is related 

to the concept that all parameters would be given equal weight in the 

Phase III site-specific study, including non-technical points. 

\ 



\) SECTION 3 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAM 

It was decided by DOE and SSEB in Phase I that there would be an aggressive 

public/interested party7involvement program in Phase II of the &EC program. 

The program was developed and implemented by SSEB throughout the [(study and 

resulted in public, and federal and state governmental participation 

being integrated directly with the technical research aspects of the 

Phase II project activities. The key objective of the program was 

to permit interested party input to the project throughout the project 

period rather than at the end, when schedule and budget constraints could 

possibly preclude sufficient consideration of issues raised by these 

interested-parties. o 
// 

1,1 

Although feedback and input to the project occurred on a somewhat con- <"' 
( o 

tinuous basis, several significant aspects of the interested party ' • ,> 
U 

participation program can be identified. On September 14, 1977 a briefing 

letter from SINB (now SSEB) was sent to over thirty federal, regional i1 

state, environmental, and public interest organizations in North Carolina 

and Georgia. This letter explained the objectives of the NEC program and 

provided a brief form letter which could be used to indicate different U, 
levels of interest in becoming involved in the program. The large majority 

of the!' responses received indicated an interest in either actively partici-

pating in the program or being kept informed of program progress. On 

October 3, 1977 a meeting was held at the South Carolina Energy Research 

Institute in Columbia, South Carolina to brief South Carolina interested 

parties on the program and provide a forum for feedback to the project. 



The results of the public participation program were encouraging,. Al-

though in certain instances there tfas concern over the response time 

requested for comment, the participation project can be considered 

successful for the following reasons: 

• Public input was solicited and provided throughout 
the project, including tile beginning stages of the ^ 
pro j ec t. 

• The input from the interested parties provided different 
outlooks on the project resulting in consideration of 
issues which may not have surfaced due to the project 
participants being too close to the research effort. 

• Communication links were established early in the project 
between the project participants and interested parties 
whichrrr-S^lted in more opportunities for feedback than 
would have otherwise been possible. 

There were also lessons learned in trying to implement this involve-
V 

ment program. The most significant one is the need to provide 

sufficient time for i,ntfirested parties to comment on various aspects -- '.SJ 
of the project while still adhering to project schedule. As a 

result of-the knowledge, gained early in Phase II, the draft final 
) 

report of the^Bl/ase II study was provided to all interested parties 

with a 30 day review and comment period before the final report was sub-

mitted to ORNL and DOE. In addition, the experience in the public/ 

interested party involvement process of Phase II will be expanded and 

improved upon for Phase III of the NEC program.' 

All of the responses received from those who had received a copy of 

the draft report indicated interest in the project and an appreciation 

for being afforded an opportunity to comment during the decision-making 

processrather than afterwards. All want to participate in Phase III. 



Two letters were received from parties not on distribution for the draft 

report who had apparently learned of the project through the media: one 

was anti-nuclear and not responsive to the study objective; the other 

pointed out that the Pee Dee site was "an extremely poor location" which 

agrees with the Phase II report conclusions. A final observation on the 

comments received is that more data is desired in order to properly 

evaluate the NEC concept and that, of course, is the purpose of Phase III. 

Phase III of the Site-Specific NEC Impact Study can offer a vehicle 

for discussion of relevant issues related to the NEC option. Current 

plans call for the formation of study groups of opinion leaders in the 
state, including industrial, political, farm, commercial, mass-media, 

educational, public interest, and environmental representatives. These 

groups will participate in Phase III study activities, discuss relevant 

energy-related issues, and offer a human judgment input to the technical 

results from the study experts. 
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SECTION 4 

STUDY DEFINITION OF A NUCLEAR ENERGY CENTER 

The base definition of a nuclear energy center (NEC),-established for Phase 

II, is a location in which 12 light water reactors of 1200 MWe each are clus-

tered in an area of approximately 22 square miles of land and using wet cooling 

towers as the heat rejection mechanism. This definition parallels that 

described in the 1975 Nuclear Energy Center Site Survey - NECSS-75 (NUREG-

0001) conducted by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and was chosen 

because it'/parallels regional load growth projections and is large enough 

to provide a potential power density greater than presently existing and 

small enough to meet the technical requirements (e.g. cooling water) 

associated with such a generating capacity. In addition, this base 

definition permitted the research and results of NECSS-75 to be used as 

an input to this study thus minimizing redundant research and permitting 

more effective use of Phase II resources in the conduct of this study. 

A more detailed breakdown of the definition of a NEC used for this 

study is provided in Appendix A. 

It is important to note that the specific items presented in Appendix A, 

while representing one possible NEC configuration as noted in NECSS-75, 

do not preclude a NEC consisting of several fewer units with different 

ratings as well as a NEC with possibly a larger number of units and with 

different modes of heat rejection. The configuration chosen simply has 

been previously evaluated and projected as a potentially viable NEC 

arrangement. Also, while not specifically studied as part of Phase II, 

the inclusion of certain front end and back end fuel cycle activities 

in Phase III may be evaluated if federal administration policies 

indicate study of such options would be appropriate. 
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SECTION 5 

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EACH SITING REGION 

The cooling water screening requirements as shown in Section 6.1 

identified five regions in South Carolina with sufficient water to 

potentially support the study for -<n RE!', The location of each of these 

siting regions is given on the map of Figure 3, along with major cities, 

rivers, reservoirs and highways. The siting region locations are 

identified by numbr-n.-d hexoqxri.s in <, | o< l:wi:;e order frotr, the eustern 

Pee Dee region. A brief description of each siting region is given below. 

1. The Pee Dee Site 

The Great and Little Pee Dee Rivers and their confluence form the bor-

ders of throe South Carolina counties - Horry, Georgetown, and Marion, who 

together total a combined population of 155,000. The rivers themselves form 

extensive bottomlands and swamplands that arc sparsely developed and are a 

significant habitat for a number of wildlife species. Away from the bottom-

land forest areas are extensive woodlands and farming areas. 

The confluence is only ten miles from the Waccamaw River and the Intra-

coastal Waterway. Within 20 miles is the beach resort area of Myrtle Beach, 

in the center of a 50-mile stretch of pure white beaches known as the Grand 

Strand. That coastal area is one of South Carolina's more popular resort 

areas. 

Transportation to the confluence is poor; rail lines run near the coast 

and further to the west.' No major metropolitan areas or major highways are 

in the area. 
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2. The Marion Site 

The siting region is located at LahG Marion and Lake Moultrie, artificial 

lakes created in 1941 by damming the Santee River and diverting much of its 

water into the Cooper River toward the Charleston Harbor. Existing hydro-

power capacity of the Moultrie dam is 128 Mw. 

The two lakes, which cover an area of 160,000 acres, are ranked among 

the ten top fresh-water fishing spots in the world. They form an excellent 

fish habitat with a teaming population famous for landlocked striped bass. 

The surrounding land area is also a significant habitat for many species of oth-

er animal life, including furbearers, the bobcat, fox, American Alligator and 

some deer. Nests for endangered species, including the osprey, egret, and 

red-cockaded woodpecker, have been found in the preserve. The northern 

portion of Lake Marion is included in the Santee National Wildlife Refuge. 

The Santee River basin includes swampland and wildlife and is sparsely developed. 

No towns with a population above 5,000 are found near the shores of the 

lake. The nearest metropolitan areas are Charleston and Columbia, from 50-75 

miles awciy, each with populations of about 370,000. A major interstate high-

way paralleled by a railroad crosses the northern portion of Lake Marion; 

another major rail line passes the eastern shore of Lake Moultrie. 

3. The SRP Site 

The Savannah River Plant, operated for the United States Department of 

Energy by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, occupies about 300 square 

miles of land about 25 miles south of Augusta, Georgia. A primary mission 

of the plant is to produce nuclear materials for national defense. Such 

materials are produced at the site by transmutation of elements in three 

large nuclear reactors moderated and cooled by heavy water. Support facilities 
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extract heavy water from natural water, fabricate nuclear fuel and targets, 

dissolve the irradiated materials, and separate nuclear products from intensely 

radioactive by-products. Resulting radioactive liquid wastes are also managed 

and stored to prevent contamination of the plant environs. 

In 1972 much of the land not necessary for defense production was desig-

nated as the nation's first National Environmental Research Park. This site, 

which borders the Savannah River for 22 miles, includes swampland, pine 

forests, abandoned town sites, a large man-made lake for cooling water impound-

ment, fields, and streams. Much of the land immediately outside of the plant 

area itself is sparsely inhabited. 

Twenty to thirty miles north of the plant area are the metropolitan 

Augusta, North Augusta, Aiken areas with a combined population of 275,000 

people. Other counties adjoining the plant area add 37,000 persons. The 

Columbia metropolitan area, with a population of 370,000, is 60 miles to 

the east. The Savannah area (200,000) is 100 miles south, the Greenville— 

Spartanburg area (525,000) 100 miles to the north, the Charleston area 

(370,000) 120 miles to the southeast, and the Atlanta area (1,800,000) 150 

miles to the west. 

Transportation access to the area is excellent, as a major interstate high-

way nearby and major rail lines follow the river, and are intersected by lines 

from Columbia into Augusta and into Barnwell. The Savannah River is navigable 

from Savannah to Augusta:i Georgia Power Company is currently constructing 

two nuclear units across the river from SRP at the Vogtle Station. 

4. The Clark Hill Site 

The Clark Hill Reservoir, 39 miles long with an area of 70,000 acres, was 

formed in 1954 by an earth embankment and concrete dam about 20 miles north 
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of Interstate 20 near Augusta. More than 5,000,000 people visit the Clark 

Hill Lake annually, making it among the ten most popular Corps of Engineers 

lakes in the nation. The lake is also a flood control and hydropower project 

with a generator capacity of 280 Mw. 

The area around the lake is sparsely inhabited, with a population of 

about 30,000 in the surrounding four-county area. Much of the South Carolina 

side of the lake is covered by the large Sumter National Forest, three state 

parks, and game management areas. National forests were excluded from con-

sideration as NEC sites by the act authorizing the 1975 Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission NEC Site Survey (Ref. 1). 

Extensive woodlands predominate in the area, with a large concentration 

of loblolly pines. Transportation to the area is good, with an Interstate 

to the south and a major rail line paralleling the Savannah River. The dis-

tribution of major metropolitan areas is almost the same as for the SRP site, 

with North-South distances changed by about 50 miles. 

5. The Hartwell Site 

The 55,950 acre Hartwell Reservoir was formed by a 17,700 feet earth 

embankment and concrete dam completed in 1961. Hydropower capacity of the 

dam is 264 Mw, with plans to add another 66 Mw. 

The lake, bisected by Interstate-85, has an annual visitor attendance 

of more than 7,000,000, which ranks it among the top ten most popular Corps 

of Engineers lakes in the nation. Largemouth bass, black crapie, bluegill 

bream, rainbow trout, and walleyed pike abound in the lake, along with 

limited supplies of white bass, striped bass, and chain pickerel. The Hart-

well Lake watershed upstream extend to the Blue Ridge Mountains and into the 

highest rainfall region of the eastern United States. The land surrounding 

the lake is mixed farm and woodland, primarily of short needled pine. 
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The Anderson, S.C. urban region, with a population of nearly 50,000, is 

about 15 miles from the dam. Anderson County, stretching back toward Green-

ville, has a total 1975 population of 115,500. Other counties surrounding 

the lake (Oconee in South Carolina; Hart, Franklin, and Stephens in Georgia) 

have a total population of 96,000. Within 40 to 60 miles is the Greenville 

and Spartanburg (525,000) metropolitan area. The Asheville (168,000) and 

Augusta (276,000) metropolitan areas are within 100 miles, Atlanta (1,800,000) 

is 120 miles and Charlotte (594,500) and Columbia (370,000) within 125 miles. 

Transportation access to the area is excellent, with a major interstate 

highway bisecting the lake, and major railroads passing through Anderson and 

over the eastern arm of the lake. 
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SECTION 6 

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The major technical considerations in the Phase II study were related 

to (1) cooling water requirements; (2) selected geotechnical factors; (3) load 

center/power transmission characteristics. Comparisons among the siting re-

gions were made and qualitative scales developed to rate each site for 

each factor. Although this scaling procedure does not allow detailed 

estimates of economic differences between each site, a relative ranking 

of sites from an economic, technical, and safety point of view is possible. 

6.1 SITING AREAS WITH SUFFICIENT AVAILABLE COOLING WATER FOR A TWELVE-UNIT 
NEC 

The first major limiting factor for nuclear power plant siting is the availa-

bility of adequate cooling water. This section first gives attention to develop 

ing standards for the environmental needs of water supplies on rivers and lakes 

and for human consumption. This was determined from available information for 

water supplies. After this data was examined, NEC needs were considered. A 

qualitative rating factor ranging from 1.0 (most favorable) to 0.0 was 

assigned to each site. It should be noted that each of the sites considered 

had sufficient cooling water available for a NEC, but the assignment of a 

rating factor to each site serves to place in relative perspective the 

suitability of each site from a cooling water standpoint. 

A. River Consumptive Use Standards 

The basic assumption in water resource planning is that no water consuming 

facility should use more than a minor fraction of available stream supply 

even under very dry conditions. In normal years with abundant rainfall 

and stream flow the proportion of water consumed from that available will 

be very small. 
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In discussions with United States Geological Survey (USGS) and S. C. Depart-

ment of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) officials it became clear 

that the predicted seven day mean low flow expected every ten years (the 

7Q10) was the standard most frequently used in past nuclear siting in the 

State. There was some consensus that up to 25% of the 7Q10 could be 

consumed without violating Federal or State water standards if there were 

not other new major consumptive users nearby. Long-term consumptive water 

users (e.g., a major city upstream) are already included in the 7Q10 

measures, which are based on actual water flows measured over a number of 

years at stream gauging stations. If new major water users (e.g., a new 
I; o 

industry) also plan to make use of water from a stream or lake, the new 

user's impact will also have to be included with the NEC impact in calculat-

ing total consumptive water use. 

As noted in Appendix A, with wet tower cooling a twelve-unit NEC will 

consume a maximum of 360 cubic feet per second (cfs). If up to 25% of 

the existing 7Q10 can be utilized by the NEC, the minimum 7Q10 flow for 
0 

a 12-unit NEC utilizing wet cooling towers on a river site is 1,440 cfs. 

B. Lake Consumptive Use Standards 

On a large lake different standards might apply, for the reservoir acts 

to even out low flows. A recent Oak Ridge National Laboratory study of 

existing sites used a standard of 10% of mean annual flow as t' 'laximum 
" "s „-'>'' 

consumption standard (Ref. 3 £ 24). Since a 12-unit NEC with wet 

cooling towers will consume a maximum of 360 cfs for cooling purposes, the 

minimum standard for lake or reservoir siting is a mean annual flow 

of 3,600 cfs. 
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For screening purposes the standard for lake or reservoir placemen I. 

of a NEC is a mean annual flow of 3,600 cfs. 

C. Sites Qualifying Undc-r These Standards in South Carolina 

The 7Q]0 flows for South Carolina are derived from the U.S.G.S. pub! ica-
\ 

tion South Carolina Streamflow Charactoristics: Low Flow Frequency an'; 
! 

Flow Duration (Ref. 4) . A reviseci edition of this 1967 report will be 

issued in mid-1978; major stream reports are changed little, if at: all, 

according to U.S.G.S. officials. 

The mean river flows are taken from the U.S.G.S. report Water Resources 

Data For South CarolinaWater Year 1975 (Ref. 5) . Again mean flows of 

major streams will be little modified by yearly updates. 

By the standards given in Subsections A and B (a minimum 7Q10 low flov; 

of 1,440 cfs for a river site; a minimum mean annual flow of 3,600 cfs 

for a lake site), five areas of the State qualify for a twelve-unit NEC. 

1. The confluence of the Great Pee Dee and Little Pee Dee Rivers 
in Georgetown County. (Pee Dee Site) 

No U.S.G.S. measuring gauge is in place or below this confluence. 

The minimum calculated 7gl0 gives a minimum figure of 1890 cfs. 

A NEC could consume 19"u of this low flow. 

2. Below the confluence of the Conqaree and Wateree Rivers or on 
Lake Marion. (Marion Site) 

Above the confluence lies the Congaree Swamp, part of which is 

designated for a natural preserve. Below the confluence the 

7Q10 is well in excess of 2,000..cfs. Coming out of Lake Marion 

the 7Q10 on the diversion canal to Lake Moultrie is 2,270 cfs. 

The mean flow into Lake Marion is in excess^of 10,000 cfs. 

O 
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Another possibly preferrable location for a NEC is on the 

proposed rediversion canal at the Northeast corner of 

Lake Moult rie. Both lakes were created in the 1940's by 

damming the Santee River and diverting much of the water from these 

newly created lakes to the' Cooper River. The large flow of water 

down the Cooper River has created considerable silting problems 

in the Charleston Harbor. To alleviate the problem the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers has begun a new canal to send a proposed 

mean flow of 12,000 to 14,000 cfs from Lake Moultrie back to the 

Santee River, leaving a much smaller portion for the Cooper River. 

Sufficient water for cooling could then be available at the new 

diversion canal, with about 3% of the proposed mean flow con-

sumed for cooling by the NEC. 

3. On or below the Savannah River Plant Reservation (SRP Site) , 

The 7Q10 for this stretch of river is 4,210 cfs, and greater 

downstream. The Army Corps of Engineers attempts to maintain a 

minimum flow from Clark Hill at Augusta of 5,800 cfs for navi-

gation purposes. A flow of 6,300 cfs is maintained 80% of the 

time. 

4. Clark Hill Reservoir. (Clark Hill Site) 

The 7Q10 immediately above the lake is 1,100 cfs, but the 

average flow is 5,000 cfs, making a lake site possible. 

5. Hartwell Reservoir. (Hartwell Site) ••> 

The mean river flow into Hartwell is 4,000 cfs; thus it quali-

fies with an adequate water supply. 
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D. Water Availability Summary 

Three river sites and three reservoir sites were found to have sufficient 

water capacity to support a twelve-unit NEC. The map of Figure 4 -shows 

the location of each siting region. Table 1 summarizes those data. 

TABLE 1 

Summary of water availability data 

Site 

SRP 

Above Marion (Santee) 

Pee Dee 

River Siting 

7Q10 

4,210 cfs 

2,000 cfs 

1,890 cfs 

Consumptive use as 
Percentage of 7Q10 

9% 

18% 

19% 

Site 

Marion 

Rediversion Canal 

Clark Hill 

Hartwell 

Lake Siting 

Mean River Flow 

10,000 cfs 

12,000 cfs 

5,000 cfs 

4,000 cfs 

Consumptive use as 
Percentage of 

Mean River Flow 

4% 

3% 

7% 

9% 

River Sites: The Savannah River below Augusta offers the" most abundant 

water supply, with only 9% of the total flow being consumed during periods 

of extreme low flow. The Santee River below the confluence of the Wateree 
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and Congaree Rivers and the Pee Dee below the confluence of the Little 

Pee Dee River offer less than half of the water flow during low flow 

periods, though still adequate water flow by the standards of Subsection 

A above to support a twelve-unit complex. 

Reservoir Sites: Using as the standard 10% of mean flow for reservoir 

sites, three lake sites are adequate for a twelve-unit complex. A Lake 

Marion site offers the lowest percentage of consumptive water usage of 

mean flow, at 4%. The proposed rediversion canal can offer a slightly 

lower percentage of consumptive water usage, at 3%. Clark Hill and 

Hartwell Reservoirs come closer to the 10% limit, but are. still adequate 

from a water availability point of view. The elevation?* and capacities 

of each reservoir are given in Table 2. 

Although obtaining required construction permits from a water point of 

view may be easier on sites offering an abundance of water at low flow 

periods, this preliminary examination suggests that any of the above 

sites are adequately supplied with cooling water. Therefore, choices 

between these sites can be based on other criteria. 

Given the higher proportion of water consumption at low flow periods 

at the Pee Dee and Upper Santee river sites, these two siting regions 

should be ranked lower from a water point of view than any of the 

other sites. Obviously a consumption of less than 10% of a flow will 

have a smaller environmental impact than a larger consumption. For 

this reason a Pee Dee site is given a cooling water rating of 0.7. The 

reservoir and SRP sites are given a higher rating of 1.0. 
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TABLE 2 

Completion dates, elevations, and capacities of the three reservoir sites 

cr> 1 
CD 

Maximum 
Completion Elevation 

Reservoir of Dam(s) (ft. above msl) 

Marion & 
Moultrie 

1941 76 

Limit of Drawdown 
(ft. above msl) 

60 

Useful 
Capacity 

(bil. cu. ft.) 

81.1 

Total 
Capacity 

{bil. cu. ft.) 

116.0 

Approximate 
Surface 
Acreage 

160,000 

Clark Hill 

Hartwell 

1952 

1961 

335 

665 

305 

625 

75.4 

74.4 

126.4 

123.8 

70,000 

55,950 



6-2 SELECTED GEOTECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH SITING REGION 

After potential siting regions on which to focus the NEC impact study 

were identified by the availability of sufficient cooling water, additional 

geotechnical information for each siting region was developed. Five factors 

were defined as most important. 

1. Foundation Considerations 

An examination of the type of foundation footings available for 

large structures, including an assessment of the liquefaction poten-

tial during earthquakes. 

2. Geologic Hazards 

An examination of oil pools, gas pools, mines or caverns, and land-

slide potentials in the siting regions. 

3. Tectonics 

The existance of known faults in the siting region. 

4. Seismicity 

The expected worst earthquake that might occur in the siting region, 

and thus an estimate of the strength and e^ense required for major 

structures to allow a safe shutdown of the nuclear units even if a 

major quake occurred near the site. 

5. Groundwater 

The location of major aquifers and wellwater sources in each siting 

region. 
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Rating scales for each factor, ranging from 1.0 (site excellent with 

regard to this factor) to 0.0 (site extremely poor with regard to this factor) 

were developed for each of these five geotechnical characteristics. Those 

scales are given in Appendix C, and are utilized for rating each site in 

Subsection B. It should be noted that in rating each of the geotechnical 

criteria, no attempt was made to assign weighting factors to each criterion. 

This is because it is extremely difficult to quantify one criterion as being 

significantly more important than another and is beyond the scope of the 

Phase II study. For this reason, all of the geotechnical criteria are 

weighted equally. 

A general geologic description and a brief seismic history of each 

siting region is given in Appendix D. The Modified Mercalli Earthquake 

Intensity Scale is used to describe seismic activity in that appendix and 

Sections A and B. A description of that scale is given in Ajnpendix B. 

A. Seismologic Characteristics of the Five Siting Regions 

Extensive studies and modelling are necessary to make definitive 

statements about earthquake possibilities at a specific site in 

South Carolina. This is due in part to the nature of earthquakes 

in the Southeast and in part to the recency of extensive studies 

in the region. The center of highest seismic activity in 

South Carolina is in the Charleston-Summerville region. The 

Charleston earthquake of August 31, 1886, which registered a X in 

intensity on the Modified Mercalli scale and was felt over 2,000,000 

square miles, is an anomaly along the East Coast. No quake as big 

before or since has been recorded. A number of quakes of intensity 
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V or VI occurred in that region during the rest of the year; in 

fact, more than half of the more than 438 quakes felt in the 

Southeast through 1972 have been centered in the Charleston-Summervillc 

area, though none approaching the magnitude of the August 31, 1886, 

Charleston quake. (Ref. 6) 

The faulting system in South Carolina, indeed in the Southeast, is 

not nearly so well defined as that of the West Coast. Earthquake 

intensity per unit time per unit area in the Southeast is about 

one-tenth that of the West Coast. Many of the faulting zones are 

deep underground, especially in the coastal plain, so that any 

quaking has the effect of shaking the surface like a bowl of jello, 

making location of the active fault zone very difficult. (Ref. 7) 

The seismicity of the southeastern United States can be interpreted 

as a spatial pattern of energy release in zones parallel to and 

transverse to the regional Appalachian structural trend. 

South Carolina is included in the parallel zone (southern Appalachian 

seismic zone) and one of the transverse zones (South Carolina -

Georgia zone). 

Major earthquakes producing extensive structural damage are rare in 

the Southeast. A complete catalogue of known quakes in South Carolina 

is given in Reference 8. Most buildings in the area are designed 

to only withstand major winds. Such structural design is more than 

sufficient to handle minor quakes. Designing stronger structures to 

protect against the very remote possibilities of a major earthquake 

is not considered economically feasible for most construction. 
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For installations where the consequences of structural damage from 

earthquakes could be severe, such as for dams and for nuclear power 

plants, considerably more attention is paid to designing structures 

sufficiently strong to withstand the most severe quakes historically 

known to have occurred in the region. In practice such design is 

site-specif ic. The amount of amplitude and acceleration expected 

at a specific locale if the worst quakes known in the Southeast were 

to recur at that locality depends on the type and depth of bedrock 

and the type of overburden. Since the expected amount of damage 

under 'worst credible scenarios' varies with the site, translating 

from traditional measures of intensity, such as the Modified Mercalli 

Scale, to the expected acceleration for a plant at a specific site 

is difficult. 

Based on this available information, a preliminary seismic 

evaluation was performed for each siting region. This evaluation 

was based on a preliminary determination of the nature of the Safe 

Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) for a nuclear plant. An SSE of Modified 

Mercalli (MM) Intensity VII-VIII could be expected for a Piedmont 

site. The Hartwell Reservoir Siting Area is located in the Piedmont. 

The Clark Hill Reservoir Siting Area is also located in the Piedmont, 

but this siting area has been penalized for known historical low-

level earthquake activity. The Savannah River Plant is located over 

100 miles from the location of the 1886 Charleston event; and, should 

such an event occur again, and MM Intensity VII or VIII would 

probably be felt at the siting area. Both the Lower Congaree and 

Lake Marion Siting Area and the Lower Pee Dee Siting Area are in 

ii 
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proximity to the epicenter of the 1886 Charleston event. The 

Marion Siting Area is located 40 to 80 miles from the epicenter, 

while the Lower Pee Dee Siting Area is less than 80 miles from 

the epicenter. Therefore, both of these sites have been 

penalized in this evaluation for their proximity to the 1886 

Charleston event epicenter. The Marion Siting Area has also 

been penalized due to its location near the known Orangeburg 

historical seismic activity. 

Turning these SSE intensities into economic costs is diffi-

cult. /The limits set for an actual construction permit 
I' 

will be based' on detailed core borings done at the site, the 

specific site depth of soil over bedrock and the characteris-

tics of that soil, models of the impact of the 'worse credible' 

seismic activity in the region, and interpretations based on 

then-current scientific understandings and regulations. Geo-

logic disciplines which will'allow more accurate predictions of 

maximum amplitude and acceleration at specific sites are even 

now under development. Better instruments, improving theories, 

and the development of routine seismic networks in South Carolina 

and the Southeast are adding new information and understanding 

to the seismic prediction problem. 

Based on current understandings of seismic activity and an 

examination of the most recent trends in seismic regulation, 

estimates are made of seismic differences in the five siting 
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regions. These estimates, while conservative, are useful 
i 

for highlighting current knowledge based on available 

information. If construction permits for actual nuclear 

plants are sought at some time in the future, actual 

requirements would be determined based on core drillings 

and improved geologic information. A plant in the upper 

Piedmont might be designed to withstand 0.14 to 0.18 g. 

of acceleration, for Clark Hill and SRP from 0.2 g to 0.25 g., 

and for the Lake Marion and Pee Dee regions, due to their 

closeness to the Summerville-Charleston fault, from .25 to 0.5 g 

Translating g-differences into economic costs is also difficult, 

for it depends on the vendor, the standardization of unit 

design, and other factors. For units slightly smaller than 

1200 Mwe, a rough estimate is $2 million more in construction 

costs per 0.01 g. increase in design. 

Using these estimates, units for Hartwell will be seismically 

least expensive, with,units at Clark Hill and SRP costing from 

$4 million to $22 million.mo-e each, and for the Marion or 

Pee Dee site, from $14 million to $72 million more per unit. 

These are only rough estimates of the cost effects of increased;; 
i-

seismic risk. Units can be built to withstand the worst expect-

ed quake at each site; but to design a structure to withstand 

the largest credible quake in more seismically active areas 

carries an economic penalty, adding as much as seven percent 

to the cost of each unit. 

a 
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The Site Ratings for Each of the Five Geotechnical Criteria 

The ratings for each criterion are given narratively in Table 

Those ratings are drawn from the criteria descriptions listed 

in Appendix C. 

The narrative descriptions are translated in Table 4 into 

the numeric scale for each item as given in Appendix C. 

From the numeric and narrative ratings, the Hartwell site 

ranks as clearly superior on these five geotechnical 

criteria alone. Three of the five ratings are a 1.0, 

or excellent; the other two are as high as the ratings for 

any other site. The Clark Hill Siting region is downgraded 

on these criteria because of seismic questions, raised 

primarily by visible tonal discontinuities and recent 

minor quake activity. Otherwise its ratings equals the 

Hartwell ratings. 

The first three, sites are rated lower because of foundation 

and geologic hazard conditions, increased questions about the 

potential for groundwater contamination, and for the 

Pee Dee and Marion sites, very large questions about the cost 

effectiveness of designing structures to meet the worst 

credible earthquake. 

The geotechnical summary indicates that the Hartwell site 

appears to be superior, the Clark Hill site, second, the SRP 

and Marion siting regions third and roughly equal overall, 

jand the Pee Dee site last. <i 
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TABLE 3. A Narrative Description of Each Siting Region for Five Geotechnical Criteria 

S I T E S 

GEOTECHNICAL 
CRITERION PEE DEE LAKE MARION SRP CLARK HILL HARTWELL 

Foundation 
Conditions Fair, mats or 

deep soil 
Very good. Mats 
on compacted 
backfill 

Very good. Mats 
on compacted 
backfill 

Excellent. Mats 
on sedimentary 
rocks 

Excellent. Mats 
on sedimentary 
rocks 

Geologic 
Hazard Fair. Shallow 

mines or caverns 
Very good, 
hazards 

Few Fair. Shallow 
mines or caverns 

Excellent. No 
mines, caverns, 
or mineral storage 
within 8 mi. of 
the site. 

Excellent. No 
geologic hazards. 

Tectonics Fairly good. 
Faults of pro-
bable Paleo-
zoic age within 
50 miles of site. 

Fairly good. 
Faults of pro-
bable Paleo-
zoic age within 
50 miles of site. 

Fair. Faults 
of probable Pal-
eozoic age within 
10 miles of site. 

Fair to Fairly 
Good. Faults of 
probable Paleozoic 
age within 10 mi. 
of site. 

Fairly good. Faults 
of probable Pal-
eozoic age within 
50 miles of site. 

Seismicity 

Groundwater 

Poor. Too close 
to recent and 
active quake areas. 
Possible economic 
cost of $14-72 
million per unit 
' compared to Hart-
well site. 

Fairly poor. 
Groundwater level 
in overburden. Pro-
ductive wells near-
by. 

Poor. Too close 
to recent and 
active quake areas. 
Possible economic 
cost $14-72 million 
per unit compared 
to Hartwell site. 

Fairly poor. 
Groundwater level 
in overburden. Pro-
ductive wells 
nearby. 

Very good. Safe 
shutdown for earth-
quake fairly low. 
Possible economic 
penalty of $4-22 
million per unit 
compared to Hart-
well. 

Poor. Prolific 
groundwater 
aquifer beneath 
site. 

of 
recent quakes. Possi-
ble economic penalty 
of $4-22 million 
per unit compared 
to Hartwell. 

\\ 

Very good. 
Groundwater level 
at bedrock or 
lower. 

Excellent. Lowest 
safe shutdown 
standards for max-
imum expected 
earthquake of the 
five sites. 

Very good. Ground-
water level at 
bedrock or lower. 



TABLE 4 

Numeric Rating Given to Each Geotechnical Criterion 
For Each Siting Region* 

S I T E S 

GEOTECHNICAL 
CRITERION 

Foundation 
Conditions 

Geologic " 
Hazard 

Tectonics 

Seismicity 

Groundwater, 

PEE DEE 

0.7 

0.6 

0.7 

0.2 

0.5 

MARION 

0 . 8 

0.8 

0.7 

0.2 

0.5 

SRP CLARK HILL 

o.a 

0.6' 

0.5 

0.8 

0.4 

1.0 

1.0 

0.6 

0.4 

0.8 

HARTWELL 

1.0 

1.0 

0.7 

1.0 

0.8 

* 1.0 is the Best Possible Score- Appendix C gives Verbal Descriptions 
of the Numeric Ratings. 

O 

o 
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6.3 A PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS 

Development of a NEC might offer a number of potential advantages over 

dispersed siting including more manageable nuclear plant siting, stronger 

control over special nuclear material, lower construction and operating 

costs, reduced licensing time for follow-on units, greater on-site technical 

and management strength leading to improved abilities to respond to unusual or 

emergency situations, better waste management and storage, and more effective 

land-use and water management. A major potential disadvantage is the possible 
Jr M 

increase in average transmission distances and the possible need for special 
. . . . . ^ provisions to maintain acceptable reliability. 

This section makes a comparison of potential transmission routes from 

each NEC siting region to appropriate substations. The objective is to com-

pare likely costs and mileages of major transmission routes for each site. > 

Under the assumption that many costs will be roughly equal from site to 

site, a number of transmission costs are ignored in this comparison. These 
(J 

include the costs of substations and switching arrangements on the NEC itself, 

and the costs of transformers and other equipment at receiving ends of major 

circuits. Such costs are in fact a substantial portion of a transmission 

system's costs. The switching and transformation required at a given terminal 

station may vary depending on the size and number of other circuits terminating 

at that station and the nature of the lower voltage system to which that station 

is connected. Such detailed calculations are beyond the "scope of'^this section:.. 

Instead gross differences in required mileages between sites will be examined. 'j 

'J 

o 

o 
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A. Methodology and Key A^siimptions 

The first key assumption is that the power from a NEC, if built, 

will be used in the three-state South Carolina, North Caroline!, and Georgia 

area, for reasons discussed in the Introduction. Further, to aid in se-

lecting the appropriate size and number of transmission lines, the assump-

tion was made that power will be distributed among the major utilities 

in the three states in approximate proportion to their current gross 

generating capacity. At peak power the NEC under consideration for study 

purposes will produce 1^4,400 Mw. That power might be divided among the 

five major utilities in the three-state area as: 

Carolina Power and Light 
Duke Power '' 
Georgia Power 
S.C. Electric a Gas 
S.C. Public Service Authority 

Percent of Current 
Gross Generation 

21% 
33% 
33% 
9% 
5% 

Approx. Maximum Mw 
Exoected From the NEC 
0 

3,000 
4,740 
4,740 
1,260 

660 

Such a distribution system will require careful engineering in the 

circuitry within the NEC. Such engineering and proportionate sharing of 

power could imply a centralized management charged with operating the 

NEC and taking responsibility for distributing power among various 
* > 

utilities. The form and ownership that such'a management might most 

advantageously take is in itself a complex topic that is recommended for 

investigation in future studies. For now it is only necessary to assume 

that proportionate power distribution can be made to participating utilities. 
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Using these assumptions, possible transmission routes from each site 

to each service area were developed in consultation with representatives 

responsible for long range systems' planning from each of the five utilities 

This process required an estimate of the location of loads and new gen-

erating facilities twenty to thirty years from now. This new generating 

capacity must be brought to substations near loads not then served by 

nearby generating capacity. Otherwise the effect is similar to overloading 

a highway system with cross-region commuting. In short, these routes 

represent informed estimates of where power might be most needed fifteen 

to thirty years from now, distributed under the above assumptions, and 

imply no commitments on anyone's part to actually accept these assumptions 

or construct these circuits. 

For Duke Power Company such considerations require that a substantial 

portion of the new energy go to their eastern (Greensboro) area, for much 

of the planned new and existing large generation is west of that city. 

For South Carolina Electric and Gas Company such considerations require 

routes to Columbia and Charleston, for major load growth is expected in 

those areas. Georgia Power 'Company's major expected load growth is in 

the Atlanta area. Carolina Power and Light Company's major grovth is 

expected in the Raleigh and Fayetteville areas with accelerating growth 

taking place in the Wilmington and Asheville areas. The South Carolina 

Public Service Authority will be able to tie into the system at major 

substations, or possibly have smaller transmission lines from a NEC, 

since their loads are less concentrated and geographically diverse. 

Cooperatives may also acquire power directly or by bulk purchases from 

larger utilities. 
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mission system must be augmented both to deliver the new energy and also 

to provide overall system reliability. Since it is not always simple to 

decide which new routes should be directly attributed to the NEC and which 

to augmentation of the transmission system for any new generation, similar 

circuits have been used with all comparisons to aid in ranking these sites. 

Thus some circuits shown in the maps as solid lines might under other 

assumptions be considered as necessary augmentation to existing systems. 

1. The Pee Dee Site 

As can be seen in the first map, ten circuits to major substations 

and one to a smaller load center (Conway) are hypothesized. The 

total mileage of new lines on the Pee Dee map in Appendix E is 

660 miles of double circuit line and 935 miles of single circuit. 

Using the above a.c. line price estimates total line cost would 

be $432 million, and new right-of-way 1,595 miles. In today's( 

dollars additional transmission costs for this site are greater 

than any other site. 

2. The Marion Site 

Much of the layout, shown on the map in Appendix E, is similar 
ty 

to the Pee Dee Site. The diagram portrays 485 miles of double 

circuit lines, 950 miles of single circuit line, for a total 

mileage of 1,335 miles and a total estimated cost of $353 million. 

The estimated line costs and total new mileage for this site is 0 
lowest of the five sites. 
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The Savannah River Plant Site 

A total of eleven lines are drawn. Double circuit mileage 

is 270 miles, single circuit 1,280 miles, for a total mileage 

of 1,550 miles and an estimated new transmission cost of 

$401 million. The dotted circuit from the Georgia Vogtle 

circuit must be on a different right-of-way than the NEC 

circuits. 

The Clark Hill Site 

This system offers the possibility of servicing Asheville 

in the Carolina Power and Light western region, as well as 

service to its eastern region. Double circuit mileage is 

240 miles, single circuit 1,345 miles, for a total mileage of 

1,585 miles. The estimated a.c. transmission cost of this 

system is $408 million. 

The Hartwell Site 

This layout is similar to the Clark Hill Site. Note that in 

order to serve Duke Power's eastern territory major circuits 

are run south of existing major lines and major population con-

centrations. This system has 200 double circuit miles and 

1,440 single circuit nilles for a total mileage of 1,640 and an 

estimated a.c. transmission cost of $420 million. 
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C. Conclusion 

Table 5 repeats the estimated cost in current dollars of new a.c. 

transmission lines as drawn in the maps. In addition the total mileages of 

additional right-of-way required are given. This accounting system does 

not consider the necessity for new lines from major substations to handle 

the additional energy, for such additional circuitry must be built no 

matter where new generation is added. In addition in this preliminary 

analysis no attempt is made to determine the timing of transmission line 

additions nor to escalate costs to allow f-or probable inflation in costs 

or interest charges. 
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TABLE 5 

Estimated cost in current dollars 
and additional right-of-way mileages 

required for bulk transmission from each site 

SITE COST IN MILLIONS TOTAL NEW MILEAGE 

Pee Dee $430 1,595 
Marion $360 1,335 
SRP $400 1,550 
Clark Hill $410 1,585 
Hartwell $420 1,640 

The total range in costs is $70 million, with the Marion site having 

the lowest cost, the SRP and Clark Hill sites slightly more expensive, 

followed by the Hartwell and Pee Dee sites. 

Overall the sites are fairly close in mileage cost requirements. 
a 1! 

Marion offers the lowest cost and shortest distance; thus, it is assigned 

a-rating of 1.0. Clark Hill and SRP are close, but slightly worse than 

the Marion site; they are both assigned a rating of 0.8. In costs, the 

Hartwell site is halfway between the Clark Hill and Pee Dee sites; Hartwell 

is assigned a 0.7, as is the Pee Dee site. 
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These ratings are only qualitative. A higher number implies a lower 

cost by this analysis, without implying anything about cost differences. 

In the overall comparison of sites in Section 9, only qualitative compari-

sons are made. In that overall comparison other factors outweigh the 

importance of transmission differences. 

In future studies detailed comparisons must be made of the cost and 

environmental impact of transmission from the study NEC and from comparable 

dispersed sites. This in-depth comparison will be considered in Phase III 

of the NEC Study. A brief description of some factors that influence the 

design of a reliable transmission system is given in Appendix F. 
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SECTION 7 

SELECTED ENVIRONMENTAL AND METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Environmental concerns have played an increasing role in the 

siting and design of power plants. Section 7.1 highlights some of 

the environmental and ecological differences among the five siting 

areas that might influence the design of an environmentally accept-

able NEC. 

Another environmental effect that may be unique to NECs is the 

possibility that the concentrated heat produced by cooling towers 

may under certain conditions trigger local weather changes. This 

possibility is discussed in Section 7.2 along with the potential 

problems of air stagnation, hurricanes, and tornadoes. 
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7.1 ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES AMONG THE SITES 

Ideally, an analysis of environmental impacts requires both a thorough 

survey of species and biota at the siting area and also an analysis 

of likely impacts of plant construction and operation on the life cycles 

of species utilizing the site, including migratory species. Restrictions 

may be put on construction practices, discharge quality and quantity, 

location of water intake and discharge structures, and other factors 

that might have an excessively adverse impact on the local environ-

ment. 

Such careful attention to the environmental impact of man's activities 

has increased the probability that acceptable engineering solutions will 

be sought for potential problem areas. One evidence of this is the 

dramatic decrease in air pollution in urban areas over the past fifteen 

years. Another is the extensive attention given to the design and 

impact of power production units, including requirements for extensive 

environmental impact statements before construction permits are issued. 
,f 

For example, any power station is required to meet thermal and chemical 

standards for discharges to water bodies. These standards are designed 

to preserve water quality. Such requirements have accentuated develop-

ment of environmental improvements for power production units and de-

creased such problems as adverse impacts on aquatic species due to water 

intakes, discharges, or thermal changes. 

In principal such design practices can be extended to NECs. The 1975 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission NEC study (Ref. 1) concluded that with 

reasonable care the environmental impacts of NECs should not be signifi-

cantly greater than those for dispersed sites. In some cases the 



economies of scale possible at a NEC might enable practices that 

would not be economic at dispersed sites. 

With any large-scale construction project some environmental impacts 

are inevitable. Construction of power producing units and transmission 

corridors result in the loss of cover for some wildlife. Large areas 

of the NEC site itself will probably be left in a natural state and 

after construction will provide sanctuary areas for wildlife, since 

land is necessary to act as a buffer zone and provide space for heat 

dissipation from cooling towers. Part of the undisturbed site might 

be developed for recreational use, fishing, or even farming. 

The transmission corridors themselves could have a larger impact on 

the amount of cover available. A single 500 KV circuit requires a 

200 foot corridor; this amounts to 24 acres per mile of right-of-way. " 

If 1,500 miles of new transmission circuits are required, as much as 

55 square miles of land over the three-state area will be affected. 

Any removal of mature forest habitats will affect animals requiring 

such locales. Many game species prefer edge habitats which rights-

of-way with proper vegetation management practices can provide. 

There is some evidence that transmission facilities crossing wetland 

areas modify the behavior of waterfowl populations. Such birds appear 

to avoid the area within one-fourth mile of the line. The swaying of 

lines in the wind, their reflective properties, and the humming of the 

lines are believed to be the contributing cause,_of the game birds' 

behavior. 
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A direct comparison of the environmental impact of the transmission 

corridors from an NEC compared to the effect of corridors from dispersed 

siting cannot be done until Phase III. In that phase of the study the 
/ 

necessary data on likely voltage and mileage differences can be 

developed to directly compare total effects. 

The next subsection briefly examines differences in the potential 
\ 

environmental sensitivity of the five siting regions. One measure of 

the siting region sensitivity is the number of endangered species , i( 

found in the area, for typically such species are endangered because 

of a shortage of desired habitats. For such regions engineering 

solutions to habitat preservation may prove to be more expensive. 

Other species habitats are also briefly noted. 
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A. Environmental Sensitivities of each Siting Region. 

A. register of species potentially in danger of extinction is maintained 

and updated by tlue Federal government. A listing of such species living 

in or migrating through South Carolina or its coastal waters, and a 

brief comment on each species, was obtained from the South Carolina 

Wildlife and Marine Resources Department. From this, a listing of species 

found in the vicinity of each site, with appropriate comments, was 

prepared and is given in Appendix G. 

1. The Pee Dee Site. 

Surrounding the river beds are extensive bottomlands and swamplands 

that are sparsely developed and a significant habitat for a number of 

wildlife species. Endangered species that either pass through or live 

in only the Pee Dee siting region include the Artie Peregrine Falcon, 

the Eastern Brown Pelican, and the Eskimo Curlew. The Pee Dee region 

is also a habitat for seven of the additional nine species listed in 

Appendix G. 

The swamplands and bottomlands in the Pee Dee region are also signifi-

cant nursery beds for ocean aquatic species who lay their eggs in fresh 

water and estuarian regions. Water intake and discharge locations must 

b,e carefully chosen to avoid such sensitive areas. 

Because of the nature of habitat provided and its involvement in 

estuarian and ocean life cycles, finding acceptable-engineering solutions 

at the Pee Dee site may be more expensive and problematic for an installa-

tion the size of a NEC. For this reason the Pee Dee site is given the 

lowest rating of the five sites, a 0.5. 
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2. The Marion Site. r 

Ih addition to being a popular recreational fishing area, less 

developed portions of the land around the lakes provide habitats for 

a significant number of species, including furbearers, bobcat, fox, 

American alligator and deer. Nests for endangered and rare species, 

including the osprey, egret, and red-cockaded woodpecker, have been 

found around the lakes. One of the endangered species, the Bachman's 

Warbler, has been seen only in the Marion vicinity; the region has a 

higher concentration of red-cockaded woodpeckers and Southern bald 

eagles than other sites. The northern portion of Lake Marion is a 

wildlife refuge. 

Specific site selection is crucial if successful use of the Marion 

siting region as a NEC site is to be made. Given the distribution of 

species and vast area available, such selection appears possible. For 

this reason the Marion site is given a higher rating, a 0.8, than the 

Pee Dee site, but lower than the other three siting regions. 

3. The SRP Site. 

A large portion of the land on the plant itself has become a signi-

ficant game preserve, for access is limited and a significant amount of 

natural-,;.growth is allowed to occur. Slightly fewer endangered species 

(six) occur in this region than in the Pee Dee region (ten) or the 

Marion region (eight). Overall there is an abundance of wildlife. 

A significant amount of low-lying swampland occurs on the Savannah 

River from Augusta southward. These areas are significant nurseries 

ii 
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for both ocean and fresh water fish. The location of water intake 

and discharge structures is again crucial. Given these potential 

problems, a slightly lower rating, a 0.9, is given to the SRP region 

than to the upper Piedmont regions. 

4. The Upper Piedmont Regions (Clark Hill and Hartwell). 

Overall the distribution of wildlife and aquatic life are fairly 

similar for these regions. The same endangered species (six) are 

found in both siting regions, and no particularly rare and sensitive 

habitats are noted. Since it appears no unusual engineering problems 

impacting the environment will be encountered in power system develop-

ment at these sites, each is given the highest rating, a 1.0. 

B. The Overall Environmental Ratings 

As is true of all ratings given in this report, the ratings are only 

qualitative, with a higher number in this section indicating that 

significant environmental impacts are easier to avoid at that site 

than one with a lower rating. The upper Piedmont sites (Hartwell and 

Clark Hill) were judged to have the fewest problems, and thus given a 

rating of 1.0. SRP was ranked third (a 0.9), Marion fourth (0.8) and 

the Pee Dee Site last (0.5). 
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1.2 METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Three basic features must be included in any discussion of meteorology. The 

first is the normal potential for air stagnation which might increase the 

hazards of pollution or concentration of any air-borne effluents. The second 

potential problem is in a sense the reverse of the first, extreme winds, es-

pecially during hurricanes or tornadoes. The third is the potential for heat 

dissipation systems to produce major pertubations of local and regional weather. 

A. Air Stagnation Potential 

Major air pollution episodes are usually related co the presence of stagnating 

anticyclones present in the upper atmosphere. During such periods surface 

wind speeds may be very low- Temperature inversions may severely limit vertical 

mixing and restrict dispersion ofypollutants in spite of warm daytime temperatures 

and clear skies at night. 

o 

Two general areas of maximum inversion possibilities occur in the United 

States. The first and lYore severe is the great basin area of the western 

states; the second is in the area of Eastern Tennessee, Northern Georgia, 

and the Carolinas. (Ref. 10) In the Southern .Appalachians October tends 

to be the worse pollution potential month, followed by a secondary maximum 

in June. Using data from selected weather stations for the 1936 to 1970 

period, Korshover^prepared charts and maps showing the total number of stag- vs 
nation episodes lasting four or more days. (Ref. 10) In the Savannah River 

basin over that thirty-five year period there were approximately 89 such 

episodes, and along the coast about 75. Episodes decrease away from mountain 

ranges, for example over the same period averaging about 20 in Indiana, Illinois, 

ana the New England area- Such episodes are virtually absent in the Mid-West. 
" a 
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Thus in South Carolina there is typically better ventilation along the coast, 

but in this southern Appalachian region not significantly better. From the 

point of view of air stagnation potential the differences between sites are 

minimal. 

In addition wind dispersion conditions are often poor in South Carolina. 
a 

Periods of calm and wind speeds below three miles per hour occur about 35% 

of the time in the Savannah River Plant area (Ref. 11). Ventilation is 

slightly but not significantly better toward the coastal area. 

B. Extreme Meteorological Conditions 

Two extreme conditions are of particular interest in South Carolina: hurricanes 

and tornadoes. Even though hurricanes are not as concentrated in fury as 

tornadoes, their size and great wind intensity makes hurricanes the most 

dangerous and destructive of all storms. The greatest damage and loss of 

life come from storm surges that inundate low-lying coastal areas with wind-

driven seawater in which all floating objects act as battering rams, front;--;, 

flooding caused by heavy rains, and from winds that frequently exceed 150 

miles per hour. 

Nuclear power plant structures are designed to withstand hurricanes and 

tornadoes. In this region, design specifications include the ability to 

withstand a maximum wind speed of 360 mph, the'-maximum known winds for 

the eastern half of the country (Ref. 12). Thus hurricane winds will 

not affect the major units. However, cooling towers and transmission 

facilities will have to be designed to higher and more expensive criteria „ 

for coastal zone siting than for more inland siting because hurricane 

winds are greatest in intensity on the coast and diminish as the hurri-

cane moves inland. The design criteria for cooling structures then 

0 ' 
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can be lower for the inland sites. For this reason the Pee Dee and Lake Marion 

sites must be given lower meteorological ratings than the more inland sites. 

Table 6 gives a listing of the 33 hurricanes that have caused damage in 

South Carolina from 1700 to 1977. The hurricane tracks for these storms are 

given in Figures 3 and 4 (Ref. 14). 

Tornadoes carry greater winds and more concentrated destruction than hurricanes, 

but damage tends to be concentrated in a narrow path. The number of tornadoes 

observed per 1° square of latitude-longitude in the United States are given in 

Figure 5 (Ref. 13). The number of tornadoes in South Carolina varied from 
o o 

13 to 35 in each of these 1 by 1 grids of about 3,973 square miles. Using 

an expected value of 19 tornadoes and the methods of Thom (Ref. 14), the pro-

bability of tornado damage anywhere within the 23 square mile area of a NEC 

site over a 50 year period is about one in twenty. Adequate spacing of 

transmission facilities and cooling structures greatly decreases the proba-

bility of more than one structure or transmission circuit being affected by 

the same tornado, for a tornado typically affects less than three square 

miles of area. Thus even in the unlikely event of a tornado in the NEC, the 

probability of damage to more than one structure (cooling tower, switchyard) 

and a partial loss of power is low, although an erratic tornado could do more 

damage. Because of the design criteria for the nuclear units themselves, 

there is no safety hazard even in the unlikely event of a direct tornado hit. 

C. Potential Meteorological Impacts of Heat Dissipation From an NEC. 
ij 

All systems for converting thermal energy into mechanical or electrical energy 

produce "waste heat" which must be discharged from the system into the sur-

rounding environment. The limits in the physical strength of currently availa-

ble cressure vessels and piping, the need for thermal gradients to induce "" * 'a 
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TABLE 6 

Hurricanes Affecting the 
South Carolina Seaboard, 1700-1977 

Date 

September 16, 1700 
September 16, 1713 
September 14, 1728 
September — , 1752 
August 10, 1778 
August 10, 1781 

October 30, 1792 
September — , 1797 
September 7, 1804 
August — , 1806 
September 10, 1811 
August 27, 1813 
September 10, 1820 
September 27, 1822 
June — , 1825 
August — , 1830 
September 4, 1834 
September 18, 1835 
September 7, 1854 

August 27, 1881 
August 25, 1885 

*August 28, 1893 

•September 27, 1894 

•August 28, 1911 
•July 13, 1916 
•September 17, 1928 

•August 11, 1940 

October 20, 1944 

•October 15, 1947 

•August 30, 1954 
•August 29, 1954 

•October 15, 1954 

•August 11, 1955 

Location of Observed Damage 

Charleston 
Charleston 
Charleston 
Charleston 
Between Georgetown and Cape Fear 
Entered coastal Georgia and passed to 

west of Charleston 
Charleston 
Charleston 
Charleston and Atlantic seaboard 
Georgetown 
Charleston 
Charleston 
North of Georgetown 
Charleston and Coastal South Carolina 
Charleston 
South Carolina coastal areas 
Georgetown 
Inland through Georgia and the Carolinas 
Inland in Georgia and then northeast, 

paralleling coast 
Inland in Georgia and South Carolina 
Coastal areas from Georgia to North 

Carolina 
Georgia and South Carolina coastal 

areas 
Charleston after crossing Florida and 

going out to sea 
Between Savannah and Charleston 
North of Charleston 
Across lower Florida and northeast 

along S.C. coast 
Between Savannah and Charleston 

(Beaufort and Edisto Island) 
Inland north of Savannah after crossing 

Florida 
Across lower Florida, out to sea, inward 

short distance north of Savannah 
"Able" - Beaufort, S.C. 
"Carol" - along S.C. coast 140 miles 

off shore 
"Hazel" - along S.C. coast 92, miles 

off shore at Charleston 
"Connie" - off shore along northern 

S.C. coast, passed 100 miles southeast 
and east of Wilmington, N.C. 
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*August 17, 1955 

•September 18, 1955 

•September 27, 1958 

•September 29, 1959 

•September 11, 1960 

"Diane" - off Georgia and S.C. coast, 
entering near Wilmington, N.C. 

"lone" - passed by S.C. coast 150 miles 
east of Myrtle Beach 

"Helene" - passed by S.C. coast, 40 
miles east of Cape Fear at closest 
approach to land 

"Gracie" - inland to St. Helena Sound 
and Edisto Island. This is the 
only hurricane during existence of 
SRP in which gale winds were experi-
enced at the plantsite 

"Donna" - paralleled S.C. coast 50 to 
70 miles off shore from Beaufort to 
northeast 

Hurricane tracks for these hurricanes are shown in figures on the next 
two pages. 
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FIGURE 4 Storm and Hurricane Tracks West of Charleston, S. C. 
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FIGURE 5. INCIDENCE OF TORNADOES IN THC UNITED STATES, 1955-1967 (By number of tornadoes 
occurring in each square of latitude-longitude) • 



heat flow, and the need for pressure losses to induce fluid flow, limit the 

practical efficiency of current light water nuclear reactors to approximately 

32%. Thus 32% of the heat produced by nuclear fission is converted to elec-

trical energy. The remaining 68% is "waste heat" which must be removed from 
i 

the power generating loop by a cooling system, and in the typical arrangement, 

is rejected to cooling water and ultimately to the atmosphere. 

The concentration of "waste heat" produced by cooling towers in close proxi-

mity at a NEC may have a local and regional impact on the weather. Some of 

the hypothesized effects are negative, others are positive. Concentration 

of heat and moisture from cooling towers could conceivably interact under 

certain critical conditions with the vastly greater natural energy and 

moisture contents present in the ambient atmosphere to initiate or "trigger" 

mechanisms that will pertubate natural weather occurrences. Such mechanisms 

might cause convective activity to occur earlier in time, to occur at a 

different location, to;develop convective clouds on occasions when such clouds 

would not otherwise occur, and either increase the violence associated with 

major thunderstorms, or reduce the number of major thunderstorms by starting 

them earlier. Not all the hypothesized effects of large sources of atmospheric 

heat are negative. Large thermal plumes might penetrate an atmospheric inver-

sion to aid in dispersing smog. Other beneficial effects might be obtained 

through increases in local precipitation, or from induced air circulation 

reducing stagnation problems. (Ref. 1) 

The mechanisms by which power generation can modify both transitory 

weather patterns and also the long-term climate are not well understood. 

Given the well-known difficulties of predicting and modeling natural weather 
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occurrences, such as thunderstorms, hailstorms, and tornadoes, it is not sur-

prising to find uncertainty in predicting potential impacts of large-scale 

man-made sources in perturbing existing weather patterns. Most standards 

for issuing permits for heat dispersal mechanisms are in fact set by analo-

gies to known heat sources. 

The forces of natural processes are much greater than those generated by hu-

mans. A major rain-producing cumulus cloud system has ten or more major 

convective cells, each of which contains as much as 300 times the heat energy 

and moisture content produced by 12 cooling towers. Natural surface evapora-

tion from a large man-made lake, such as Hartwell or Clark Hill Lake, is 

slightly greater than the total evaporation for a twelve-unit NEC using 

cooling towers. With present cooling systems there is no known observation 

of significant weather modification. The concept is that there is some 

(as yet unknown) combination of concentrated total energy addition which will 

enhance the natural processes in the atmosphere that produce thunderstorms 

and concentrate vorticity. 

Although the estimation of the atmospheric impact from large heat additions 

cannot be quantified with confidence on the basis of present knowledge, 

spreading the heat over wide areas provides some reassuring analogs. The use 

of large cooling ponds or lakes spreads the rejected heat over a wide region. 

For such cooling there is no fear of addition tc convective activity or 

cloudiness near the NEC, although in present large power plants, some increase 

in fogging and, under certain conditions, icing, over existing cooling ponds 

and lakes have been observed. 
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Cooling towers grouped together in a NEC can be regarded as a family of 

strong, buoyant point sources of heat and moisture, concentrating the impact 

into a small area. This heat can be spread by spacing the towers. No effects 

on local weather have been observed with concentrations of up to four natural 

draft cooling towers, so apparently clusters of four nuclear units will cause 

no special problems. With areas of about one acre per MWe the heat flux den-

sity is about the same as that of Manhattan Island, the most concentrated 

man-made heat reflective source, and the moisture rate density is about 13% 

of that of the natural atmosphere on highly convective days. It is this 

analog to heat rejected by Manhattan (2 MW per acre) that led to the sug-

gestion that one acre per MWe be set aside for NECs. For the study NEC, 

this rule leads to the recommendation that 14,400 acres, 22.5 square miles, 

be set aside for the twelve unit NEC. Less stringent spacing standards may 

in fact have no negative impact, but without additional knowledge, these 

conservative standards are used with assurance that severe weather modifica-

tions will not occur. 

Considerably more research is being conducted by DOE to better understand 

and model the effects of large man-made heat releases on the atmosphere. 

These include systematic observations at large fossil plants with cooling 

towers, as well as baseline measurements at planned large nuclear installa-

tions under the DOE-sponsored METER ( Meteorological Effects of Thermal 

Energy Releases) program. Systematic measurements of any atmospheric 

changes produced by these large nuclear units will be made as they come on 

stream. 
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D. Ratings of the Five Siting Regions for Meteorological Conditions 

The differences between the five siting regions for air stagnation and poor 

dispersion potential are minimal, as is the probability of damage from torna-

does. Information on weather modification is too hypothetical to be -useful 

as a rating factor. The two sites nearer the coastal zone (Pee Dee and 

Marion) are more likely to be affected by high winds from hurricanes, re-

quiring more expensive support structures to assure continuing operation of 

the NEC. For this reason these two sites are given a rating of 0.7 each, 

while the remaining three sites are given a rating of 1.0. 
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SECTION 8 

INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING NEC DEVELOPMENT AT EACH SITE 

The previous sections have described important technical and physical 

characteristics of each siting region. Experience and the formal licensing 

requirements for nuclear power plant siting clearly demonstrate that while 

technical criteria are important for siting, a number of non-technical, 

people-oriented, site-related issues are equally as important. 

The current process for power plant siting and licensing in the United 

States tends to be adversarial and legalistic. Several mandatory hearings 

and permits are required before nuclear power plant construction and opera-

tion can proceed. The process allows relatively easy participation by public 

and non-federal agencies in the licensing process. Review of regulatory 

decisions, requested by either public agencies or more informal public interest 

groups, are possible at several administrative and judicial levels. This pro-

cess can be considered as a portion of the institutional matrix surrounding 

power production development. 

Quite broadly defined, an institution is an established practice, law, or 

custom. Thus an institutional factor can be defined as any existing practice, 

law, or custom that will either enhance or conflict with the establishment of 

a NEC at one of the siting areas. Important institutional factors include 

existing land or water use practices, the presence or absence of transportation 

and urban services to provide the necessary infrastructure for NEC construction 

and operation, and the likelihood of requests by informal organizations to re-

view requests for necessary construction and operating permits. 

Cj 
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Frequently an institution is defined more narrowly and legalistically as 
n 

a formal entity created by law or public authority which has the legitimate 

power to act officially with respect to certain matters affecting society. 

For nuclear plant construction a number of formal agencies, ranging from divi-

sions within the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Environmental Protection 

Agency to various state and local agencies who review and have permitting 

power over various construction and operating matters, must give approval to 

allow plants to be built. Examination of the interactions necessary between 

such formal entities to give legal permission for a NEC to be constructed is 

an important area for future study in Phase III but such required inter-

actions will be relatively constant from siting region to siting region, 

and thus cannot be used to rate sites. 
Si 

Other generic issues include land use planning, taxation and equitable 

revenue distribution, ownership and management of NEC's, legal and regulatory 

aspects of transmitting electricity across state boundaries, and the roles 

of the various levels of government in all of the above. 
v. 

The sections below suggest some institutional factors, in the broadly 

defined sense, that distinguish sites and may have a substantial impact on a 

site-specific NEC study in each siting region. 

A. Specific Institutional Factors Affecting Each Site 

1. The Pee Dee Site 

Population near the Pee Dee site is sparse, and recreational use of the 

land in the immediate proximity of the site is low. Transportation is relatively 
i . 

poor, with major railways and highways passing to the east and west of the 

general siting region. The relative lack of population and developed urban 

areas to provide housing and services needed during construction and operation 
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are also indicative of the lack of existing infrastructure to support this 

large construction project. 

Overall the Pee Dee site must be downrated because 6f \'-:il^se problems. 

2. The Marion Site , 1 
!t- fi- ' 

t ' " ; 

Lakes Marion and Moultrie are fairly well developed recreational areas 

and important as fishing areas. In addition swamp and bottomlands in the 

area, especially on the south side of the lakes, are ecologically sensitive 

and important. 

The proposed rediversion canal may offer a good location for the NEC. 

But obtaining appropriate high land for the reactor units may require reloca-

tion of a number of families, increasing the cost and disruptions of using 

this location. The low degree of urbanization in the proximate area also 

increases the likely economic impact of the construction phase on the region. 

Sections of the northern parts of both lakes are in the high-level refuel-

ing zone for Shaw Air Force Base. An air accident in this region constitutes 

a possible hazard for ground structures. Given the low population density 

of the area: aiid higher population elsewhere, moving the refueling track would 

be difficult. 

3. The Savannah River Plant Site" >p 

There is sufficient land for a NEC possibly available on the Savannah 

River Plant Reservation; additional large tracts of land are potentially 

available outside of the Reservation. There is comparatively little recreational 

or farm use of land in this region. Therefore land costs are likely to bte 

lower here than elsewhere." 

c -j 
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A great deal of environmental, ecological, meteorological, and hydrological 

data is already published and available for the Savannah River Plant area. A 

major ecological laboratory is located within the reservation, along with a 

highly competent SRP technical, scientific, and monitoring staff. Thus;- many 

of the environmental effects of building a NEC in the area can';I?e extrapolated 

from the existing data. " 

The Savannah River Plant is primarily a defense installation. Before an 

NEC could be placed on reservation land, appropriate officials must give their 

permission. They could do so only if the NEC is judged to be compatible with 

existing and planned future defense facilities at the SRP complex. Given a 

favorable judgment and permission to,, locate a NEC on reservation land, the 
/ ' 

f i i 
infrastructure for NEC development in the region is excellent. 

•j // 

The SRP site has two disadvantages from an institutional point of view. 

The siting region is near"a Federal nuclear site. Many institutional problems 

of this siting region will not be typical of other potential sites around 

the country; thus tl/ajstudy goal of assessing the institutional practicality 

of NECs in somewhat a generic sense will be more difficult to meet. 

The second institutional disadvantage is that the site is similar to the 
e 0 

Hanford Nuclear Facility in Washington State. The Hanford Facility is not 

only a Federal installation but is also located on a large river (the Columbia 

River). A number of technical feasibility' studies of the impact and practicality 
o 1 

of locating a number of nuclear power generators on chat site have already 
/ / 

been conducted. A similar study at SRP would be somewhat redundant. • 



Technically and institutionally the SRP siting region is an excellent 

location for a NEC. Nonetheless for purposes of a study of the generic insti-

tutional practicality of a NEC, the site must be given a reduced institutional 

rating. 

4. The Clark Hill Site 

The recreational value of Clark Hill is substantial, though less than 

either the Hartwell or the Marion—Moultrie area. The population in the area 

is sparse. 

The major institutional barrier at the Clark Hill site is the Sumter Nation-

al Forest, which covers a substantial portion of the South Carolina side of the 

reservoir shore. The presence of the National Forest creates difficulties in 

locating the power production facilities; locating rights-of-ways for trans-

mission corridors are even more difficult. The 1974 National Energy Reorgani-

zation Act, which mandated the 1975 Nuclear Regulatory Commission NEC Study 

(Ref. 1), specifically prohibited National Forests as potential siting areas 

in that study for NECs. Because of the physical location of the Forest, and 

its long-term dedication to other land uses, this site must be virtually 

excluded from the institutional point of view as a NEC site. 

5. The Hartwell Site ,, 

>.. -The Hartwell Reservoir is a popular recreational area. Bscause<- of its 
r-i 

proximity to a major interstate highway leading to major metropolitan areas, 

housing and commercial developments near the lake are greater than any other 

site, ̂ although population in a thirty-mile radius is actually less than at 

Clark Hill o r ^ UrJ. A zone of land around the lake shore and access to the 

a 



lake is controlled by the Army Corps of Engineers. Because of the high 

potential recreational value of the lake, organized opposition to the recently 

proposed Corps Land Use Plan for the reservoir has been evident. This greater 

development and proximity to excellent transporation makes land costs in 

the reservoir area higher than those likely at any other site. In addition 

acquisition of any large tract of land is likely to require purchase of some 

houses and cottages. 

From another point of view the excellent transportation and proximity to 

major metropolitan.areas could be considered an advantage during construction 
i 

and operation of For this reason, even though it is a popular recre-

ational area, Hartwell must be rated slightly superior to Marion. 

B. Overall Ratings of the Sites on Institutional Factors 

The prior commitment of much of the land around the Clark Hill Reservoir 

to a long-term land use as a National Forest makes selection of a- site in 

this region extremely difficult. For this reason alone the Clark Hill site 

is given an institutional rating of 0.1. 

• A site on or in the region of SRP has the fewest recreational or prior 

land use commitment problems. In fact the presence of an infrastructure 

already oriented to nuclear enterprises is a positive institutional advantage. 

Nonetheless the Federal presence and the similarity of the site to Hanford 

makes SRP less desirable as a study site. For.-,these reasons the S'AP site is 

given an institutional rating of 0.7. 

The Pee Dee site and the Marion site are the most lacking in nearby urban 

development that could^provide services and infrastructure support during 
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construction and operation. The Marion site has the additional disadvantage 

of greater recreational development. For these reasons the Pee Dee site is 

given a 0.5 rating, the Marion site a slightly less 0.4 rating. 

Hartwell, like Marion, has extensive recreational development. Unlike 

Marion, the Hartwell site has in the vicinity well developed service centers 

and a supporting infrastructure for construction and operation. For this 

reason the Hartwell site is given a rating slightly higher than Marion, a 

0.6. Because of the greater development and recreational use in the vicinity 

of Hartwell compared to the immediate vicinity of SRP, more public concern 

is likely to be expressed about actual NEC development in this region. Thus 

Hartwell is given a slightly lower institutional rating than SRP. 

These ratings are summarized in Table 7. 

TABLE V 

Ratings for Each Siting Region on Institutional Factors. 
A 1.0 is the most positive rating. 

Pee Dee Marion SRP Clark Hill Hartwell 

0.5 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.6 



SECTION 9 

THE OVERALL RANKING OF THE FIVE SITING REGIONS 

Six specific factors have been considered in rating each of the five 

siting regions. These include technical factors (cooling water, several 

geotechnical factors, and transmission characteristics), ecological^ meteoro-

logical, and institutional factors. The ratings assigned to each factor 

for each siting region are repeated below in Table The geotechnical 

score is the rounded average of all five geotechnical factors. Each factor 

is discussed separately in specific comparisons. The higher the number, 

the better the site on that factor. Recall that each rating is qualitative; 

thus ratings cannot be added together. 

TABLE 8 

A Summary of Ratings over all Factors Con 1, n M in This Report 

FACTOR SITE 

'O 

Pee Dee _ Marion. SRP CI,APK. [IÎ L _ jiartwell 

Cooling Water 0.7 1.0 I: |.|j I .11 

Geotechnical 
Criteria 0.5 0.6 0.t> Q, R <>,) 

\i 
Transmission 0.7 1.0 n.B U,B 

Ecological 0.5 0.8 0.9 |t|} i.O 

Meteorological 0.7 0.7 l-,'J 1.0 i;6 

Institutional, 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.6 

i) 
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A. Use of Ratings to Compare Sites 

One is tempted to immediately add up each column of scores and then 

recommend the site with the largest score as the preferred region on which 

to center future studies. For these ratings this temptation should be avoided. 

Each rating over each factor is qualitative or ordered, in that a higher 

rating indicates that for that factor that site ranks higher. Each rating 

lacks an underlying metric or measurement that reduces each factor to some 

common unit of measurement, such as dollars. If there were such a metric 

that measured differences in the same units across all factors, one would 

be justified in adding up each column, and then specifying that 

one site is so many units better than another. 

Without such an underlying metric, two potential methods of ranking the 

sites are available. The first is scaling by consensus. To use this 

approach agreement must be reached by a relevant group about the size of 

numbers to use to represent salient differences between sites for each 

factor. The group must then agree on what weight or how much importance to 

give to each factor. After such agreement is reached, the weighted scores 

can be added and comparisons made by the size of the total. 

A second approach is to use the ratings in their unmodified fcrm as 

qualitative indicators, rather than as scores with an underlying metric. 

Rather than adding up scores, one can make a site by site comparison over 

each factor. Such a nonmetric approach is utilized in this section._ This -

can be done as long as there are few factors and sites to be compared. 



B. Specific Site Comparisons 

1. The Pee Dee Site 

On four of the six factors (cooling water, geotechnical criteria, eco-

logical factors, ana transmission), the Pee Dee site rates lower-than any 

other site. On meteorological criteria it ties for the lowest score: on 

the remaining factor (institutional characteristics) it also receives a low 

rating. Thus one must conclude that the Pee Dee site should be given among 

the lowest rankings of the five sites. No matter what scaling and weighting 

scheme was used, this site will continue to rank low, under the assumptions 

used in earlier sections to scale each factor. It is among the least pre-

ferred of the five sites for development of an NEC. This low ranking does 

not imply that the Pee Dee region cannot be used for power production or 
V, 

even an NEC, but only that in comparison to other regions considered in 

this report development here is likely to be more expensive and involve greater 

problems. 

2. The Marion Site 

Of the remaining four sites (after excluding Pee Dee) the Marion region 

rates lowest cn three factors (geotechnical, ecological, and meteorological), 

and is second from the lowest on institutional factors. As with the remaining 

four sites adequate cooling water is available. Its-major advantage is in 

having slightly better transmission characteristics. 
V 

The major geotechnical problem is the nearness of the siting area to 

the Charleston-Summerville earthquake zone. This proximity implies a majop: 

economic penalty in increased required structural strength for each unit. 

f> 

'A 
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This cost alone is likely to overwhelm any economic saving in transmission. 

For this reason the Marion Site must be given an overall low ranking, though 

not as low as the Pee Dee site. 

3. The SRP Site 

For geotechnical criteria the SRP is given a slightly lower rating than 

are the two Upper Piedmont sites (Clark Hill and Hartwell). Foundation con-

ditions are slightly worse and geologic hazards somewhat more likely, due 

primarily to its position on the fall line. Groundwater is more abundant 

due to its position near several major aquifers, which both makes well water 

easily available but increases the consequences of contamination. Compared 
'7' 

to the Low Country sites (Marion and Pee Dee) the seismic criteria are likely 

to be considerably lower. The SRP region is very acceptable geotechnically 

as a siting area, though slightly>inferior to the Piedmont sites. 

From an ecological point of view the problems in engineering acceptable 

cooling and waste disposal facilities may be somewhat more expensive than 
o 

the Piedmont sites, but such difficulties are not great. Nor are meteoro-

logical conditions greatly different from the Piedmont sites. 

The one factor on which SRP exceeds Hartwell is on the institutional 

factor, for there would probably be less public comment about NEC con-

struction at SRP. As discussed in the institutional section, however, 

because of the extensive nuclear development and federal involvement 

in the region, the SRP site does not offer a typical site for study 

purposes. Thus for study purposes Hartwell must be given a higher 

ranking than SRP. 
« 07"' 
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4- The Clark Hill Site 

Technically the Clark Hill Site is an acceptable site on which to focus 

the NEC Study. The major technical problem is the recent series of small 

seismic disturbances in the region, but good design can answer these problems. 

The primary institutional barrier is the presence of a large portion of 

the Sumter National Forest, state parks, and game management areas along 

the eastern shore of the lake. Existing commitments made for land use 

(forestry, recreation,and preservation) almost prohibit consideration of a 

NEC in this region. Thus Clark Hill is excluded from rankings in this section 

as an acceptable NEC site. 

5. The Hartwell Site 

For each of the five subfactors considered under geotechnical criteria 

Hartwell was given higher ratings than SRP. Also engineering solutions to 

reduce potential environmental impacts were deemed somewhat less of a pro-

blem than at SRP. On these two factors the Hartwell Site must be ranked 

higher than any other remaining site. 
H 

The meteorological and transmission characteristics of Hartwell were, W 
judged to be roughly equivalent to the SRP site. If the first five majors-

factors of Table 7 were the only ones to be considered, the Hartwell site 

would be preferrable to the SRP site, as well as the lower ranking Marion 

and pee Dee sites. 

On institutional issues the Hartwell site presents potentially great-

er difficulties than does SRP, for the region is more heavily developed n 

as a recreational area, due in part to its closer proximity to major 

urban areas. 
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For purposes of studying the institutional issues of a NEC, this development 

can be construed as an advantage. Thus the Hartwell site is assigned a higher 

overall ranking than the other four siting regions. 

C. The Overall Site Ranking 
i 

From the comparisons of the five siting regions of Subsection 3 over 

the analyzed factors, the Hartwell siting region emerges as the preferred 

region on which to focus a NEC site-specific study. The SRP site must be 

ranked second, and is in many ways not inferior to the Hartwell site. The 

Marion site, primarily because of its location near active seismic regions, 

is ranked third. The Pee Dee site, largely because of various geotechnical 

factors, is ranked fourth. The Clark Hill site is essentially excluded 

from serious consideration as a NEC site, not for technical reasons, but 

for institutional reasons. Previous land use commitments almost prohibit 

consideration of large power production units on the South Carolina side of 

the lake. 

The next section of the report makes recommendations for the site on 

which to focus the NEC Phase III Study. 

ff 
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SECTION 10 

Recommendations 

For the reasons described in the preceeding section, the Hartwell and 

SRP siting regions are the most suitable for a more detailed, site specific study 

of the technical feasibility and environmental, socio-economic, and institutional 

practicality of a NEC. By criteria examined in earlier sections, the Hartwell 

siting region is more technically suitable. In addition, that siting region is 

more representative of the typical institutional problems that should be care-

fully explored in assessing general NEC practicality. For both reasons the 

Hartwell siting region is recommended a s a r e a °n which to focus the pro- h 

posed NEC Phase III study. 

In order to maintain the momentum now existing in this NEC study 

program, it is recommended that the Phase III Study be initiated as soon as 

practical. Several issues that should be analyzed in Phase III of the study 

are outlined in the next section. 
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SECTION 11 

ISSUES FOR FUTURE STUDY 

Phase II of the NEC Proqram dealt primarily with identifying 

potential sites on which to focus an intensive examination of a NEC at a 

specific site. As indicated previously, the technical problems of a 

nuclear energy center are generally considered amenable to solution, and 

specific technical considerations will be evaluated in Phase III. Socio-

economic and institutional issues, however, appear to be more difficult 

to resolve and will require .intensive study in Phase III. These are 

discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 

The first issue is economic. Will the savings from the concentration 

of power reactors be sufficient to produce cheaper electricity? If other 

feasible methods of generating power more cheaply are available, assuming 

no other incentives, then few utilities will be interested in investing in 

a center. Savings from a NEC may come because of the stable work force at 

one site over more than a decade of construction, the sharing of large con-
struction cranes and other fabrication facilities, a potential for significant 

reductions in unit licensing times once the Center is established, and the 

sharing of experts at the site. However, possibly great transmission costs 

may reduce potential savings. The construction labor supply is a consideration, 
"i 

as is the ability of the area to provide skilled and unskilled labor to meet 
r. 

the demand. 

Secondly, are the environmental impactsvof the center and its trans-

this affects local aquatic, life? Will the water use cause damage to local 

aquatic life or can the experience of other areas be used to eliminate intake 

mission systems within amounts of water 

may be withdrawn from local water supplies' for cooling processes. How will 

D 

young and mature organisms? Can thoughtful and careful management 
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of the site actually enhance local aquatic and wildlife? Large amounts 

of waste heat may be given off to the atmosphere. What effect would this 

have on local weather? The DGE-sponsored METER program (Meteorological 

Effects of Thermal Energy Releases) may assist in addressing the effects 

of heat releases on weather. The answers to these and similar questions 

are crucial to regulatory agencies charged with protecting public health 

and safety and making decisions about licensing such a complex. 

Thirdly, will the social and economic impacts on the local area and 

the state be acceptable? If the center is built in a rural area, will a 

new town to house workers be necessary? How many and what kinds of new 

roads, classrooms, houses, hospital beds, etc., will be necessary? What 

will be the impacts on the tax base? How will local economic impacts be 

dealt with? The answers to these type of questions, as well as the 

environmental questions, will do much to determine the socio-political 
0 

acceptability of the center. 

A fourth set of factors involve both leqal and institutional questions 

Who should finance, own, and manage a NEC and its transmission system? 

Should government play an active role in developing and financing centers, 

or should such development be entirely private? How can flexibility of 

planning and financing for a NEC be maintained in order to adjust to chang-

ing conditions? The insurance question must be considered. " If a NEC is 

found desirable, will legal and regulatory changes' be necessary for such 

development? Can and should industries or towns be collocated with a NEC 

to make direct use of what otherwise might'be unused process and waste = 
i V „ 

heat energy? How will, futileycl't. and waste disposal questions be answered? 
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Additional institutional factors which deserve attention in the Phase III 

study include: how does the NEC fit into federal and state onerg/ policy? 

What happens if energy policy changes? What is the jurisdiction of state 

Public Service Commissions for a NEC serving a multi-state region? Will 

utilities support NEC's? Will public interest groups support NEC's? 

A fifth area of great concern is the design of methods to obtain 

informed input from public interest groups about the course of the study 

and feedback and judgments of the results. One issue with current 

methods of licensing nuclear plants is the timeliness and degree of 

open discussion and resolution of general issues such as the need for 

more electrical power and where necessary plants should be located. 

Phase III can offer a vehicle for discussion of such issues. 

Current plans call for the formation of study groups of opinion leaders 

in the state, including industrial, politicals; farm, commercial, technical 

mass-media, educational, public interest, ary3 environmental representa-

tives. These groups will participate in Phase III study activities, 

discuss general energy-related issues, and offer a human judgment input 

to the technical results from the study experts. 

\S 
•V 
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APPENDIX A 

DEFINITION OF THE NUCLEAR ENERGY CENTER 
FOR THE SOOTH CAROLINA SITE SPECIFIC STUDY 

Item 

Unit Capacity 

Type of Nuclear Reactors 

Arrangement of Units 

Total Capacity of NEC 

Nominal Area Required 

Cooling System 

Maximum cooling water 
consumption of NEC 

Nominal Distance 3etween 
Clusters 

Quantity/ 
Type 

1200 MWe 

LWR 

4 clusters of 
three units or 
3 of four units. 

14,400 MW 

22 1/2 square miles 

As the base system, 
wet cooling towers 

360 cfs 

2 1/2 miles 

Rationale 

Nominal size currently available. 

Currently available and licensabli 

Clusters of 3 and 4 units have 
been licensed by NRC and are 
generally accepted by utilities 
in the Southeast. 

Meets ra^ge of interest of nation; 
planning and is within reach 
of long-term planning scope of 
electric utilities . 

Nominal one acre per MWe required 
to provide evaporative require-
ments of all acceptably alterna-
tive cooling systems. ' 

Cooling towers are suitable for 
most sites. Without a detailed 
site-specific analysis, no single 
preferred choice that minimizes 
environmental impact can be made. 

Maximum consumption is 30 cfs per 
1200 MWe units for wet cooling 
towers, tl̂ e base system for this 
analysis. 

Nominal recommended distance to 
permit adequate dissipation of 
buoyant and convective forces of 
cooling tower plumes and to mini-
mize degradation of thermal per-
formance by interaction between 
units.' 

1NUREG-o6oi, Part III, Page 2-2 
20P.NL/TM-5928 
>JUREG-OOOl\\ Part V, Page 4-13 

j.NUREG-0001Part III, Page 3-35 
"NUREG-0001, Part III, Page 2-6 
_,NUKEG-0001 , Part III, Page 3-18 
gNUREG—0001, Part III, Page 3-46 
NUREG-0C01, Part I, Page 4-10 
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'nit installation schedule 

Item 

cceptable Configuration 
nd Dimensions of Clusters 

umber of transmission 
orridors 

spent fuel storage and 
recycle 

Quantity/ 
Tree 

In line 2 1/4 x 10 
miles, or square 
nominally 5 x 5 
miles 

Several major 
corridors (possibly) 

It "500 KV lines) for 
transmission to major 
load centers and 
utility network 

1 unit per year start- Reasonable match to growth of 
ing in 1990's demand. Installation rate is 

based on obtaining maximum 
economic benefit from sequential 
installation of multiple units in 
one location. 

Rationale 

Meets above criteria and regula-
tory exclusionary requirements 

To deliver power to major areas 
of use. To have sufficient lines 
to carry current. 

Conventional Spent 
Fuel storage pool 
to be located at each 
reactor. Space for 
future reprocessing 
and colocated MOX 
fuel fabrication, 3 
x 3 miles square to 
be located at t^e 
end of the site . 
Also include space 
storaae. 

Until spent fuel responsibility and 
disposition is determined by the 
government, there appears little 
value in planning for other than 
conventional contiguous fuel 
storage pools. If reprocessing and 
recycle is later readopted, or 
long-term storage of spent fuel 
is required, the 3 x 3 mile area 
will provide the necessary space and 
exclusionary area for such facili-
ties at the NEC. 

NUREG-0001, Part III, Page 8-13 
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APPENDIX B 

MODIFIED MERCALLI SCALE, 1956 VERSION (Ref. 15) 

I. Not felt. Marginal and long-period effects of large earthquakes. 

II. Felt by persons at rest, on upper floors, or favorably placed. Average 

ground motion, .0023 g; ground motion range, -£,01 g to .005 g. 

III. Felt indoors. Hanging objects swing. Vibration like passing of light 

trucks. Duration estimated. May not be recognized as an earthquake. 

Average ground motion, .0031 g; ground motion range, .001 to .008 g. 

IV. Hanging objects swing. Vibration like passing of heavy trucks; or 

sensation of a jolt like a heavy ball striking the walls. Standing 

motor cars rock. Windows, dishes, doors rattle. Glasses clink. 

Crockery clashes. In the upper range of IV wooden walls and frame 

creak. Average ground motion, .0093 g; ground motion range, .002 

to .046 g. 

V. Felt outdoors; direction estimated. Sleepers wakened. Liquids dis-

turbed, some^spiiiefi. -Small unstable objects displaced or upset. 
/ Doors swing, close, open. Shutters, pictures move. Pendulum clocks 

/ 
,-_-_stop,jjstart, change rate. ,, Average ground motion, .0133 g; ground motion 

range, .002 to .075 g. 

VI. Felt by all. Many frightened and run outdoors. Fersons walk unsteadily 

Windows, dishes, glassware broken. Knickknacks, books, etc., off 
•b 

shelves. Pictures off walls. Furniture moved or overturned. Weak 

plaster and masonry D cracked. Small bells ring (church, school). 
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Trees, bushes shaken (visibly, or heard to rustle). Average ground 

motion, .049 g; ground motion range, .05 to .175 g. 

Difficult to stand. Noticed by drivers of motor cars. Hanging objects 

quiver. Furniture broken. Damage to masonry D, including cracks. 

Weak chimneys broken at roof line. Fall of plaster, loose bricks, 

stones, tiles, cornices (also unbraced parapets and architectural orna-

ments) . Some cracks in masonry C. Waves on ponds; water turbid with 

mud. Small slides and caving in along sand or gravel banks. Large 

bells ring. Concrete irrigation ditches damaged. Average ground 

motion, .067 g; ground motion range, .018 to .14 g. 

Steering of motor cars affected. Damage to masonry C; partial collapse. 

Some damage to masonry B; none to masonry A. Fall of stucco and some 

masonry walls. Twisting, fall of chimneys, factory stacks, monuments, 

towers, elevated tanks. Frame houses moved on foundations if not bolted 

down; loose panel walls thrown out. Decayed piling broken off. 

Branches broken from trees. Changes in flow or temperature of springs r"/ 

and wells. Cracks in wet ground and on steep slopes. Average ground 

motion, .172 g; ground motion range, .051 to .359 g. 

't 

General panic. 'Masonry D destroyed; masonry C heavily damaged, 

sometimes with complete collapse; masonry B seriously damaged. (Gen-

eral damage to f oundations.)••,,Frame structures, if not bolted, shifted 

off foundations. Frames tracked. Serious damage to reservoirs. Under-

ground pipes broken. Conspicuous cracks in ground. In alluviated 

areas sand and mud ejected, earthquake fountains, sand craters, .25 g. 
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X. Most masonry and frames-structures destroyed with their foundations. 
/ 1' " Some well-built woodeh structures and bridges destroyed. Serious damage 

to dams, dikes, embankments.,. 'Large landslides. Water thrown on banks 
if 

of canals, rivers, lakes, etc. Sand, and mud shifted horizontally on 

beaches and flat land. Rails bent slightly. Average ground motion. 

XI. Rails bent greatly. Underground pipelines completely out of service. 

XII. Damage nearly total. Large rock masses displaced. Lines of sight arid 
u 

level distorted. Objects thrown into the air. 

Masonry A — Good workmanship, mortar, and design; reinforced, especially 

laterally, and bound together by using steel, concrete, etc., 

designed to resist lateral forces. 
0 

Masonry B — Good workmanship and mortar; reinforced, but not designed in 

detail to resist lateral forces. 

Masonry C — Ordinary workmanship and mortar; extreme weaknesses, such as 

failing to tie in at corners. Neither reinforced nor designed 

against horizontal forces. 

Masonry D — Weak materials, such as adobe; poor mortar; low standards of 

workmanship; weak horizontally. 

0 
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APPENDIX C O 

THE EVALUATION CRITERIA USED IN THE GEOTECHNICAL SECTION 

The numeric ratings and verbal anchors used to prepare the geotechnical 
ratings are given below. A separate rating scale is given for each geotechni-
cal criterion. 

1. Foundation Considerations " 

0.0:i Deep swamp, peat, marshes, or deep loose sand. 

0.2 Shallow swamp, peat, marshes, or loose sand. (overexcavate, backfill 
— use mats). 

0.4 Shallow soils - unsuitable for bearing cr settlement, but will not 
liquefy1 (use deep foundations - piles and/or caissons) . 

0.6 Mats or deep soil ,-'greater than 75 feet) - no liquefaction. ti 
0.7 Mats or"deep soil (50 to 75 feet) - no liquefaction. 

0.8 Mats on compacted backfill overlying rock or highly weathered rock 
(rock depth less than or equal to 50 feet). 

1.0 .^Mats on sedimentary rock having a shear wave velocity (Vg) greater 
than or equal to 4,000 feet per second. 0 

2. Geologic Hazards 

0.0 Extensively deep undermined or extensiveT caverns (greater than 75 
v feel below ground surface). 

0.4 No deep mines, caverns or slide activity, but oil pools, gas pools 
and gas storage areas exist within eight miles of the site, or 
mining data not available 

0.6 Shallow mines or caverns (25 feet to 75 feet below ground surface) 
exist within eight miles of site and oil pools, gas pools and gas 
storage areas do not exist within eight miles of the site. 

0.7 Shallow mines or caverns (less than 25 feet below ground surface) 
exist within eight miles of the site and oil pools, gas pools and 
gas storage areas do not exist within eight miles of the site. 

0.8 Shallow mines or caverns within 25 feet of surface, but no oil 
pools, gas pools and gas storage areas within eight miles of the 
site. No landslides. " e 

o 1.0 No mines, caverns, or mineral storage or extraction within eight 
v miles of the site. o 
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Tectonics 

0.0 Active faults within ten miles of site. 

0.3 Faults of unknown age within ten miles of site. 
•i" 

0.5 Faults of probable Paleozoic age (age to be verified) within ten 
miles of site. 

0.7 Faults of probable Paleozoic age (age to be verified) within- 50 
miles of site. ° 

0.8 Faults of probable Paleozoic age (age to be verified) within 100 
miles of the site. 

0.9 Faults of probable Paleozoic age (age to be verified) within 200 
miles of the site. 

1.0 No faults within 200 miles of the site. 

Seismicity ^ 

0.0 Site Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) greater than or equal to Modi-
fied Mercalli, (MM) X. 

v 
0.2 Site SSE greater than or equal to MM VIII; less than or equal to 

MM X. o 

0.4 Site SSE on rock or firm ground less than or equal to MM and VIII, 
but known epicenter of MM VI or greater within eight miles of site 

0.6 Site SSE on rock or firm ground less than or0equal to MM VII, but 
amplification likely. 

0.8 Site SSE on rock or firm ground less than or equal to MM VIII. 

1.0 Site SSE rock or firm ground less than or equal to MM VII-VIII. 
u: . • o 

') 0 o 
Groundwater 

0.0 - Prolific groundwater aquifer beneath site and productive wells 
within two miles of, site. 

'•A 

, . o 
0.2 Prolific groundwater aquifer beneath site and productive wells 

within two to eight mi<£es of site. o 

0.4 Prolific groundwater aquifer beneath site and productive wells 
within^eight miles of site. 

0.5 Groundwater level in overburden and productive wells within two 
miles of site. ' •» 
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0.6 Groundwater level in overburden and productive wells within two 
miles to eight miles of site. 

0.7 Groundwater level in overburden - no productive wells within e:'Jght 
miles of the site. 

0.8 Groundwater level bedrock or lower and productive wells within 
eight miles of the site. , 

1.0 Groundwater at bedrock level or lower and no productive wells within 
eight miles of the site. 

NOTE: • The term "prolific" refers to an aquifer with a transmissib'ility 
' greater than or equal to 10,000 gallons per day per foot. 

IK'.A 
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ArniNPix D 

GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION AND SEISMIC HISTORY 
OF EACH SITING REGION 

1. The Pee Dee Site 

The siting area is located in Horry County in the Coastal Plain 
Province of South Carolina near the confluence of the Great and 
Little Pee Dee Rivers. The surficial soils are sand. Auger 
borings have been conducted by the Division of Geology of the 
South Carolina State Development Board, and representative 
boring logs have been examined by D'Appolonia. These 25- to 
55-feet-deep borings indica^.-^sand and clay of thicknesses vary-
ing between 20 and 50 feet overlying a marl. ̂ -The marl is 
assumed to be of Cretaceous age and of- the'Pee Dee Formation. 
The Pee Dee consists chiefly of sandy marl interbedded with 
thin ledges of hard marlstone. Exposures in the area are few 
and inconspicuous. 

It should be noted that Carolina Bays are exceptionally well 
developed in Horry and Marion Counties. The Carolina Bays 
are thought to once have been active lakes that developed 
in natural depressions in the Coastal Plain. 

'V 
The general character of/ the geology of Horry County is a wedge 
of Cretaceous and younger sediments overlying Piedmont crystal-
line and metamorphic rocks. The Cretaceous formations (Black 
Creek and Pee Dee) outcrop close to sea level and constitute 
the sedimentary "basement complex." The Cenozoic strata range 
in age from Late Miocene (Duplin Formation) to Recent, and 
consist of unconsolidated sand together with teds of clay, 
marl, limestone, semi-indurated sandstone, and gravel. 

No faults are visible from air maps for the Pee Dee confluence. 
In 1820 a quake was centered in Georgetown, in 1914 in the Dar-
lington/Florence area. Neither was of a magnitude severe 
enough to damage existing structures 

2. The Marion Site 

The siting area is located in the Coastal Plain of South Caro-
lina. The near surface geologic column in this area consists of 
the Barnwell and McBean Formations underlain by the Santee 
Limestone and the Black Mingo Formation, and the Tuscaloosa For-
mation. The siting area has been assumed to be located near 
the two bodies of water. The area south of the Congaree River 
and Lake Marion is assumed to be located between Ft. Motte and 
Cross, and the area north of the bodies of water is assumed to 
be located between Rimini and Jordan. 

The bedrock in the south area is Eocene in age and consists of 
the Barnwell and McBean Formation and Santee Limestone. Except 
in the northermost portion of this area, the Santee Limestone 
is the predominant formation. Natural exposures are rare, and 
the bedrock is generally covered by a blanket of Pleistocene 
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deposits. Where the Barnwell jnd McBean a m a:,r.er.t, the C-Jntee 
Limestone-; imrnedi ̂itnly underlie:-, the Pleistocene nl̂ r.k'it arid 
rests on the eroded surface oi the Black Minyo Formation. The 
upper portion of the limestone is granular and it is commonly 
cellular from the solution of fossil shells. The Pleistocene 
blanket is composed of clays and sands and was laid down on a 
well-dissected coastal plain, thus burying old topography. 

North of the bodies of water, the bedrock consists of the Santee 
Limestone and the Black Mingo Formation. Where the Santee 
Limestone is absent, the Pleistocene blankets rest on the sur-
face of the Black Minyo. The Black Mingo Formation consists 
chiefly of soft clay, shales, and sands, the shales being more 
abundant in the lower part of the formation and the sands in 
the upper part., though/̂ '!.", .places they are interbedaed in thin 
layers. 

The Lake Marion area lies about 35 miles north of the Woodstock 
fault zone. That 7,one is apparently involved in the continuing 
Summerville-Charleston earthquake series. The northern snore 
of Lake Marion is 45 miles northwest of the"edge of that zone. 
Also the northern shore is 30 miles north of the epicenter of a 
fairly large quake (magnitude five on the Modified Mercalli 
scale) in Oranyeburg in February 1972. A quake centered in 
Pinopolis 45 miles away on what is now the shore of Lake 
Moultrie in 1887; in Sumter 30 miles north of the shore in 1887 
and in 1929; and in Columbia 30 miles northwest of that shore 
with quakes in 1889, 1902, 1916 and a laryer one (intensity 
five-six, felt over 25,000 square miles) on July 26, 1945. No 
fault zones obvious from the air run through the lakes. 

The SRP Site 

The Savannah River Plant is located in the Coastal Plain Pro-
vince of South Carolina near the fall line. The area is under-
lain by a sequence of unconsolidated and partly consolidated 
sediments of late Cretaceous, Tertiary, and Quaternary age. Two 
unconsolidated sediments were deposited unconformably on a base-
ment of igneous and metamorphic rocks of Precambrian and Paleczoic 
age and sedimentary rocks of Triassic age. The basement rocks 
are similar to those in the Charlotte Belt, the Carolina Slate 
Belt, and the consolidated sediments of the Newark Group. The 
lowermost unconsolidated sedimentary unit is the Tuscaloosa 
Formation, which is overlain by beds that are late Cretaceous 
(Ellenton Formation) in age. This upper Cretaceous bed is over-
lain, in turn, by the McBean Formation and the Congaree Forma-
tion of middle Eocene age, the Barnwell Formation of late Ecoene 
age, the Hawthorn Formation of early and middle Miocene age and 
by Pliocene, Pleistocene and Recent ace deposits. The McBean 
Formation is known to contain solutioning type cavities. 
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The 3elair Fault and the fault near the Clark Hill dam are 
located northwest of the siting area and are as described 
previously. A Triassic Basin approximately six miles wide and 
30 miles long is located beneath the siting area with the pos-
sible existence of accompanying northeast-southwest trending 
faults. 

In towns 40-50 miles away uuakes have been observed in Black-
ville in 1897, and in Batesburg in 1897 and again in 1968 of 
intensity four, felt over 400 square miles. Some faulting is 
visible in the North Augusta area. Investigation shows it to 
be noncapable (i.e. not active faults). 

The Clark Hill Site 

The siting area is located in the Clark Hill Reservoir area 
and consists of a land area approximately 30 to 35 miles along 
the Savannah P.iver. The area is located in the Piedmont 
Physiographic Province of South Carolina, and in the divisions 
of the Piedmont known as the Carolina Slate,.Belt and the Char-
lotte Belt, which consist of metainorphic rock?;. 

The Charlotte Belt rocks are predominantly high-grade gneisses, 
schists, and ainphibolites that were intruded by many premeta-
morphic and postmetamorphic plutons of a wide range of composi-
tions. The Carolina Slate Belt in South Carolina consists of 
a lower rank assemblage of metasedimentary and metavolcanic 
rocks. The soils again are residual and vary locally in depth. 

The major fault in the area is an unnamed fault rending north-
east-southwest near the Clark Hill dam. The Kings Mountain 
Belt-Towaliga Fault Zone trends northeast-southwest and is lo-
cated northwest of the siting area. Both of these faults es-
sentially border the siting area. Other minor fault systems 
are present in the reservoir area. A fault exposed near Belair, 
Georgia, indicates an offset in late Cretaceous age forma-
tions. There is current controversy concerning the age of 
latest movement of this fault. 

On August 2, 1974, a small earthquake of Magnitude 4.3 
occurred in the Clark Hill area. An abnormally large number 
of aftershocks were recorded after this event. 

The Hartwell Site 

The siting area is located in the Piedmont physiographic Pro-
vince of South Carolina, which is divided into five major belts -
namely, the Chauga Belt, the Inner Piedmont, the Kings Moun-
tain Belt, the Charlotte Belt, and the Carolina Slate Belt. The 
siting area itself is located in the Inner Piedmont, which is 
further subdivided into a central core and two flanks. The 
Inner Piedmont consists of high-grade rocks, including mica 
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schist, biotite gneiss, granitoid gneiss, -sir: or arnphibo-
lite. The flanks consist of kvanito-grade rocks of similar 
character and are predominantly amphibolite and granitoid 
gneiss. The overburden in the Piedmont is a residual soil and 
varies locally in thickness because of. differences in weather-
ing. This has generally produced an undilatory bedrock surface 
which is common in the Piedmont. 

The major faults near the siting area are the Brevard Fault 
Zone,(.which generally forms the northwest boundary of the Pied-
mont, and the Kings Mountain Belt-Towaliga Fault Zone to the 
southeast of the siting area. These faults, considered to be a 
product of Paleozoic deformation, have been dormant since 
the Mesozoic Era, and are considered to be noncapable. Both 
fault zones trend northeast-southwest and are separated by 
approximately 50 to 60 miles in the siting area. Sites within 
the siting area which would place the site at least 15 to 20 
miles from either fault xone appear to be available. 

It should be noted that minor shear fracture zones/have been 
noted in the Piedmont. These zones are generally'considered 
not to affect the safety of a nuclear facility. 

A quake centered in Seneca approximately 20 miles away in 
July 1971 (Magnitude four felt over 3,200 square miles), in 
Anderson 10 miles away of intensity four-five in 1916, and 
again in 1958. On the Savannah River at Holland south of the 
dam site a quake occurred in 1899; 30 miles east of the reservoir 
in Due West there were quakes in 1929 and a series of four in 
January and May of 1956, of intensity four on the Modified 
Mercalli scale. 
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APPENDIX E 

MAPS OF POTENTIAL TRANSMISSION 

ROUTES FROM THE FIVE SITES 

KEY: 

Each solid line represents a single 500 KV a.c. circuit 

Double lines represent double 500 KV a.c. circuits 

Approximate mileages are given beside each length of line 

Dotted lines represent existing or proposed 500 KV circuits 
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APPENDIX F 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS - BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

if 
, Within the United States virtually all transmission systems are 

designed to deliver alternating current (a.c.) power to machinery and 

other devices designed primarily for low voltage 60 hertz systems. 

Transmission specialists often express the opinion that the generation of 

a large amount of power at a central site raises a number of technical 

problems. To understand the problems one must know something of the 

characteristics of an a.c. transmission system. 

In many respects a transmission system is like any other transporta-

tion system; for example, a road system. As is, true of a region's high-

way and street system, transmission routes already exist and must be 

taken into account when new additions are planned. Electrical trans-

mission systems.are similar to the evening rush hour traffic in majpr 

metropolitan areas; the energy must be carried from relatively few gene-

crating stations to a large number of users scattered over a wide area. 

Transmission systems, ]ike interstate highways in the road system, 

^frequently use large transmission lines carrying a great deal of energy 

at extremely high voltages to major distribution centers. There the 

energy is transformed to lower voltage and sent out to other substations, 

converted to even lower voltages and finally delivered at a voltage 

appropriate for the ultimate users. 

To combine the output of several generators in the same transmission 

network into electrical current in phase over the entire system, all the 

generators must be synchronized to generate current in phase. The standard 



frequency used for generators in the United States is sixty hertz (cycles 
.11 

per second). In an electrical system all generators must be carefully 

powered to turn in total synchronization. If these generators lose 

synchronization with each other, chaos can quickly result. Power lines 

and equipment overload, damaging generators and electric motors on 

the system, unless automatic circuit breakers isolate the part of the 

system which isn't synchronized, leading to an equipment-saving blackout. 

The speed of each generator is affected not .only by the amount 

of power (the prime mover) driving it, but also by feedback from the 

electrical demand load, or the amount of electricity being used. If 

the power driving the synchronized generators is held constant while 9 
the load decreased, all generators will speed up. To re-establish sixty 

hertz electricity the power or prime mover driving the generators must 

be reduced on at least one of the generators. Conversely, as load 

increases, generator power must be increased to maintain the^constant 

frequency. If all generators on the system are at maximum power when P 
the load increases, more generators must be brought on-line into the 

system to meet that demand, or power imported from another system. If 

this is not possible, then some of that load must be dropped (a partial 

blackout), or the frequency drops. Too great a.change in frequency 

damages electrical machinery (refrigerators, washers, air conditioners, 

furnace blowers, etc.) on the system. o 

Throughout a normal day the power demanded from a transmission system 

varies greatly, often peaking in the late afternoon on hot summer days, 

or early in the morning on a cold winter day. To maintain sixty hertz 

constant voltage current the demand load is constantly monitored to 



gradually increase power to generators or bring more generators into 

operation as demand increases, and to decrease power or drop genera-

tors out of use as demand decreases. 

In addition, as demand decreases, a utility prefers to decrease the 

power for, or even disconnect, generating units that are the most expensive to 

operate. So many variables (such as location of loads, cost per additional 

kilowatt-hour from each generating units, line losses on the system, connec-

tions with other utility systems) determine the least expensive combination 

of generators to use for a particular load demand that computers often carry 

out the calculations, and in some cases actually adjust generator power to 

meet the load demand at minimum cost. 

Since electrical reactions travel over a transmission system at almost 

the speed of light, reactions by generators to changes in the amount of 

load being served are almost instantaneous. Consider what must happen to a 

complex electrical system if all transmission routes from a generating 

site to the loads being served are broken. Suddenly all other generators in 

the system must take up that load. The instantaneous decrease in generating 

power with a constant load will cause all other generators in the system to 

suddenly slow down, with a possibility of great damage to machinery if the 

change is too great, or a blackout if emergency safety equipment cuts off 

demand load to save the remaining generators. 

To decrease the likelihood of such an occurrence, alternative transmission 

routes are deliberately designed to carry energy from generators to the load 

even if an accident suddenly removes a major transmission link. Alternate 

transmission routes enhance the reliability of the electrical system, making 
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it unlikely that a single accident will disable the system. Such great 

emphasis is given to electrical reliability in the United States that over 

the last decade the average electrical customer did not have electricity 

available for only 1.75 hours a year, a reliability record of 99.98%. 

In designing a transmission system to deliver energy from a NEC to 

utilities, sufficient transmission lines and alternative routes must be 

provided to enhance system reliability. 

Simply supplying a sufficient number of transmission lines from a 

NEC to the utilities and cooperatives served by the generating facility does 

not in itself solve the transmission problems associated with a concentration \ of generating facilities. An alternating current (a.c.) system cannot be 
\\ 

directed by policemen. Like water in a leaky garden hose, a.c. current will 

always take the path of least resistance and flow to the nearest load. 

By knowing the distribution and capacity of generators, transmission 

routes (which vary greatly in size) and loads (which fluctuate throughout 

|the day, week, and seasons of the year) the system planner predicts in which 

direction and in what amounts energy will flow. These models of the system 

are used well in advance of any construction to design efficient transmission 

routes that will perform reliably. 

An example of such advanced planning comes from the energy flow analysis 

of a proposed large generating system. Reliability considerations suggested 

a transmission connection to a neighboring utility. The detailed studies of 

the impact of this interconnection, done long before any construction began, 

revealed that much of the energy from the new generating center would flow 
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over that connection, through the neighboring utility system (with great 

damage to its equipment) to a third utility, and only then back toward 

the generating utility's major load center. Thus no plans were made for 

such a connection. 

This example illustrates potential problems in transmission that will 

be avoided in designing routes for a NEC at the edge of several utility 

systems and shared by those systems. Careful design of switching devices 

between generators in the NEC and outgoing transmission lines and matching 

of generator capacity within each utility system and the connected gene-

rators of the NEC may allow high voltage a.c. circuits to be success-

fully used to distribute current from the NEC. However, complicated 

planning and systems coordination will be required to achieve a success-

ful transmission system. The problem is not trivial. Thus considerable 

attention must be given to an effective and reliable transmission de-

sign in Phase III of the NEC program. Only after appropriate analysis 

on a specific site with specific load centers and utility systems can 

an accurate measure be made of the costs and extent of additional en-

gineering necessary to integrate NEC generation reliably and effec-

tively into existing transmission systems. 

One alternative to a.c. circuits is to use high voltage direct 

current (d.c.) circuits. Such circuits have two major advantages. The 

first is that the direction and amount of energy passing through the 

transmission line is controllable. With an a.c. circuit the flow of 

energy under certain conditions can fluctuate. But a d.c. line can 

act as a uni-directional transmission link forcing a set amount of 

energy in the preferred directions. 
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The second advantage is that, compared to an a.c. circuit, transmission 

losses over long distances are considerable less. D.c. circuits were first 

installed in countries with large hydropower projects some distance from loads. 

In the United States d.c. circuits to date have generally been limited to 

such applications; moving large amounts of energy long distances. 

The primary reason d.c. circuits are not more widely used in the United 

States is the cost of conversion from a.c. generation to d.c. transmission, 

and at the other end of the circuit back to a.c. current to match the require-

ments of most United States electrical consumers. For recent applications 

in the United States, terminal and installation costs of the necessary a.c. 

to d.c. and back to a.c. average about $32,000 per Mw. A double d.c. corridor 

requires a narrower right-of-way and less wire than would an equivalent double 

500 KV circuit, and in today's prices might cost $50 thousand less per mile 

of circuit. Thus the advantages of a d.c. circuit, with its ability to 

deliver a specified amount of power with little line loss to a specified 

substation, comes at a definite economic cost. Line loss in an a.c. circuit 

also exacts a cost, though that cost is spread over the years the line is 

used. 

Because d.c. circuits offer such great system control advantages and 

less line loss, the possibility of their use for some of the longer distance 

transmissions will be carefully evaluated in the Phase III Study. For now 

total line lengths and approximate per mile a.c. line costs were used to 

evaluate transmission differences between the five sites. 
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APPENDIX G 

ENDANGERED SPECIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA 

FOUND IN THE VICINITY OF THE SITING REGIONS 

Species 

Arctic Peregrine 
Falcrn 

Bachman's Warbler 

Comment 

An infrequent coastal migrant, 
breeding in the northern part of 
the country. 

Located in the river and swamp 
forests of the lower coastal plain; 
habitat destruction thought to be 
main reason for decline. 

Region of 
Likely Occurrence 

Pee Dee 

Marion 

Eastern Brown 
Pelican 

Coastal bird nesting on small 
islands and sand banks. DDT 
thought to be cause of decline. 
Population increasing following 
ban on DDT. 

Pee Dee 

Eskimo Curlew Incidental migrant along the 
coast; very rare and seen only 
occasionally. 

Pee Dee 

ivory billed 
Woodpecker 

Coastal plain habitat is old Pee Dee 
growth flood plain forest. Marion 
Status unknown, but thought very SRP 
close to extinction due to habitat 
destruction. 

Kirtland's 
Warbler 

Incidental migrant through South 
Carolina; passes through state on 
its way from the Great Lakes Region 
to the Bahamas. 

Pee Dee 
Marion 
SRP 
Clark Hill 
Hartwell 

Red-co ckaded 
Woodpecker 

Nests in old growth pines in the 
Piedmont and the coastal plain,-
vulnerable because of specific 
nesting requirements. 

Pee Dee 
Marion* 
SRP* 
Clark Hill 
Hartwell 

Southern Bald 
Eagle 

Found predominantly within the Pee Dee* 
lower coastal plain. Also inland Marion* 
along rivers and lakes. Decrease SRP 
in numbers due to loss of habitat, Clark Hill 
nest disturbance, illegal shooting, Hartwell 
and DDT. 

* Concentrated in these areas. 
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Species 

Shortnose Sturgeon 

American Alligator 

Eastern Cougar 

Comment 

Lives in both salt and fresh 
waters; found in the lower 
coastal plain. Overfishing 
and pollution major factors in 
decrease in numbers 

Region of 
Likely Occurrence 

Pee Dee 
Marion 

Found within lower coastal Pee Dee 
plain region throughout the Marion 
lower coastal Southeast and SRP 
along Mississippi River drainage 
to Oklahoma. 

Status unknown, but reports of Pee Dee 
sightings are statewide. Marion 

SRP ' 
Clark Hill 
Hartwell 

Source: South Carolina Department of Wildlife and Marine Resources. 
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NEC PHASE II PROJECT ORGANIZATION 
i' 

Department of Energy 

W. F. Savage, Acting Chief, Advanced Systems 
Evaluation 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory ',) 

T. E. Cole, NEC Project Manager 

SSEB 

W. S. Fellows, Project Director 

South Carolina Energy Research Institute 

S. MacLeod, Acting Administrator 

J. Sharp, Project Manager 

D. Sengstaken, Technical Advisor 

Technical assistance was giv'.n by the J. E. Sirrine Company 
and D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers, Inc. 

Battelle Southern Operations 

B. I. Benator, Project Manager 

D. Sherrill, Regional Planning Specialist 

L. Bj|smith, Regional Development Specialist 
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NEC PROGRAM STEERING COMMITTEE ( 
Dr. Lamar E. Priester, Jr., Chairman and Deputy Commissioner 

for Environmental Health and Safety, SC Department of 
Health and Environmental Control, Columbia, SC 

a 
Dr. James A. Morris, Economic Consultant, Columbia, SC 

Dr. Carl H. Oppenheimer, Marinev\Science Institute 
University of Texas, Port Aransas, 1 TX 

Mr. R. T. Pennington, Senior Nuclear Consultant, 
General Electric Corporation, Atlanta, GA 

Mr. Jim Porter, Administrator, Nuclear Energy Division, Office 
of Conservation, Louisiana Department of Natural.-Resources, Baton Rouge, LA 

{/ 

Mr. Michael T. Pulaski, Attorney, Alexandria, LA 

Mr. Andrew W. Williams, Director, Electric Division, 
North Carolina Utilities Commission, Raleigh, NC 'Lj 

/ 
Dr^'James H. Baroff, The Energy Center, 
Washington, DC 
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TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP 

Southeastern Electric Reliability Council (SERC) 

William R. Brownlee, Administrative Manager 

Grady L. Smith, Vice President, Southern Company 
Services, Inc. Chairman, SERC Technical Committee 

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 

Jack P.. Calhoun, Nuclear Operations Coordinator 

Don McLeod, Supervisor, Project Siting Section 

Don Stinnett, Power Supply Engineer 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) - Atlanta Regional Office 

Raymond K. Buffett, Engineer-in-Charge, ̂StScffcric 
Resources and Requirements 

NUS Corporation 

R.S. Daniels, Technical Director and Assistant General Manager 
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UTILITY WORKING GROUP 

Carolina Power and Light Company 

Mr. Douglas Bensinger, Project Engineer, 
Nuclear Licensing 

Mr. Joe Henry, Manager, Systems Planning 

Duke Power Company 
Mr. L. C. Dail, Chief Engineer, Civil and 

Environmental Division 
Mr. Donald B. Blackmon, Design Engineer, Civil 

and Environmental Division 

Mr. Donald E. Voyles, P.E., Staff Engineer 

Mr. D. H. Sterrett, Manager, Systems Planning 
Department 

Mr. Charles Dewey, Principal Environmental Engineer 

Georgia Power Company 

Mr. J. H. Motz, JrEnvironmental Engineer 
(i 

Mr. Donald R. Smith, Systems Planning 

Mr. T.E. Byerley, Manager of Environmental Affairs 

South Carolina Electric and Gas Company 

Mr. Osmund W. Dixon, Jr., Manager, Nuclear 
Engineering 

Mr. Knox Lee, Nuclear Planning System Manager 

Mr. Jim Addison, Manager, Transmission Engineering 

Mr. Doug Warner, Engineering 

o 

o 
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UTILITY WORKING GROUP (continued) 

South Carolina Public Service Authority 

Mr. William A. Williams, Jr., Vice President 

Mr. Henry N. Cyrus, Senior Vice President, 
Engineering 

Mr. Joe Thomas, Systems Planning 

ii 

i 
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Other Interested Parties 
(not a complete listing) 

South Carolina Public Service Commission 

South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism 

South Carolina Water Resources Commission 

South Carolina State Development Board ; 

South Carolina Department of Health & Environmental Control 

South Carolina Energy Management Office 

South Carolina Land Resources Conservation Commission 

South Carolina Wildlife fi Marine Resources Department 

South Carolina Research & Statistical Services Division 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

General Electric Company 

Chem Nuclear 

Allied-General Nuclear Services 

Southern Space, Inc. 

Law Engineering Testing Company 

University of South Carolina 

Clemson University 

Duke Power Company 

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company 

Carolina Power S Light Company 

South Carolina Public Service Authority 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

Tennessee Energy Office 
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Other Interested Parties (Continued) 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Regional Activities, Power Plants 

The Georgia Conservancy 

The Sierra Club 

South Carolina League of Women Voters 

Environmentalists, Inc. 

North Carolina Utilities Commission 
North Carolina Department of Natural Resources & Community Development 

Water Resources Planning Branch 
Division of Environmental Management 
Division of Forest Resources 
Field Operations Branch, Water Quality Section 

North Carolina Department of Human Resources 
Radiation Protection Branch 
Division of Health Services, Sanitary Engineering Section 

A 

North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission 

Georgia Department of Natural Resources 
Environmental Protection Division 

Georgia Department of Human Resources 
Radiological Health Unit 

Georgia Public Utilities Commission 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Planning s Reports Branch, Engineering Division 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Environmental Radiation Section, Region IV 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Resource Development Specialist, Region IV 
Savannah River Plant 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Regional Engineer 

Georgia Electrification Council Engineering Center 
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O L E I V ^ S O Z S T 
U N T T E E s r r r 

P R E S I D E N T 
April 10, 1978 

Mr. W. Scott Fellows 
Director of Special Programs 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Exchange Place 
2300 Peachford Road, Suite 1230 
Atlanta, Georgia 30338 

Dear Mr. Fellows: 

Thank you so very much for your letter dated April 6 and 
for the report entitled "NEC Phase II Site Suitability Analysis." 

We appreciate so much being brought up-to-date on the study, 
and will review the report with interest. 

Sincerely 

C .. 

President 

RCE/ew 

o 
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Mr. Scott Fellows 
Director of Special Programs 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Exchange Place, 2300 Peach ford Road 
Atlanta, Georgia 30338 

Dear Mr. Fellows: 

Thank you for your leLter of April 6 wi th wh i.eh you transmitted "DOE Nuclear 
Energy Center Program - Phase II.." We read the report wi Lh great interest and are 
pleased to have an opportunity to comment on il:. 

Aside from the hazards of radiation and storage of spent fuel, neither of which 
was mentioned, we would call to your attention two items that you might wish to con-
sider further: 1) water consumption and 2) electromagnetic fields. In connection 
with the former, we would suggest that the matter of minimum flows from reservoirs 
needs careful attention in thaL 7010 releases are not adequate to sustain downstream 
biota. Flow regimes should provide for not less than 257,, of normal flow. In con-
nection with the second LLein, it has been called to our attention that electromagnetic 
fields along high power transmission lines are suspected of having serious adverse 
impacts on animal organisms. This should be further investigated and taken into 
consideration in the final decision making process. 

In view of the many accidents and near catastrophes that have attended nuclear 
power generation to date, we dread to contemplate the hazards associated with the 
12-unit power center proposed. 

Sincerely 

Frank B. Barick, Chief 
Interagency Wildlife Coordination Section 
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J A M E S B. H U N T . J R . 
OOVIHNOR 

S A R A H T . M O R R O W . M . D . . M . P . H . 
s c c n t T A f t r 

S T A T E O F N O R T H C A R O L I N A 

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

Division of Health Services 

P. 0 . Box 2091 Raleigh 27602 

April 18, 1978 

J A C O B K O O M E N . M . D . . M . P . H . 
D IRECTOR 

• 1877 s 
One Hundred Years 

or Public Health 
in .Yorth Carolina 

s 1977 ' 

Mr. W. Scott, Fellows 
Director of Special Programs 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Exchange Place 
2300 Peachford Road, Suite 1230 
Atlanta, Georgia 30338 

Dear Mr. Fellows: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the DOE Huclcar Energy Center Program 
Phase II, Site Suitability Analysis. 

Your approach to the study appears sound, and the report is very thorough. 
We have no comments, but would appreciate being kept informed. 

Sincerely, 
// 

, • , U 
Grover W. Cook 
Environmental Engineer 
Sanitary Engineering Section 



Levi no L-t. 
Col' rrria, 3. C. 7.-.W5 

Col. '.'/. iJcott Follov;s 
D:i rector of Sj.ocis.1 Frojrrans 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Î char.f'e ilace 
2300 PoachforcL Road, Suite 1230 

Atlanta, Georgia 30[.38 

Dear Colonel Fellox;s: 

Tlianl-: you very nuch for sending rae the I-IUC Phase II 3? to Suitability Anal?^sis. 

You nay or vuay not receive specific consents fron other League members, how-

ever, 1 "will confine remarks to simply restating the League's >-reat interest 

in the entire i:EC study project. V.'e vill expect to participate fully in the 

Phase 'III cooperative studv rxrorran. r-... 

I look forward to receiving the r^nal aepoi-c. and would like to have copies 

also sent to: (•/•o Lou Cto^rcr, Ii-:VSC, Land use Chairr.ian 
104 Carolus L'r. 
Clenson, 29631 

ar.d 

Levis Fitch, 
C'Le.ison L..V, Enerr-y Chairman 
109 Robin St. 
Cleiuson 29631 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dida i.ei itrray 
State Energy Chaf man 
S26 jirbutus Drive 
Columbia, S. C. 29205 

\ . J 

CC: JoySovde, L..VSC, Pres. 
Katherine Gilbert, Nature1 Resources 
Ada Lou Steirer 
Lewis Fitch 
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B03.225-3103 

May 4, 1978 

Dr. Lamar E. Priester, Jr. 
South Carolina Department of Health & 
Environmental Control 
2600 Bull Street 
Coluntoia, South Carolina 29201 
Dear Dr. Priester: ' 

I very much appreciated our conversation of Wednesday, May 3rd. 
As I noted to you, the Anderson County Planning & Development Board 
read with great interest Phase Two of the DCE Nuclear Energy Center 
Program, and has directed me to participate in every way I can with 
this'surnrer's Phase Three operation. I would very much like to be 
on the Steering Committee and actively participate in all areas 
possible for this study. Anderson County has the greatest amount of 
shoreline on the South Carolina sir" > of lake Hartwell, and we at the 
Planning & Development Board are charged with the responsibility of 
co-ordinating public and private endeavors. If there is any way I 
may be of assistance to you before Phase Three begins, please let me 
knew. Also, any information you could give me, such as the Phase 
One study or the exact time and place the Phase Three study will 
begin, will be greatly appreciated. Once again, thanks for your time 
and'consideration. 

'I 
v „ 

vgu 



United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30317 

Mr. W. Scott Fellows 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Exchange Place 
2300 Peachford Road, Suite 1230 
At lanta, Georgia 30338 

Dear Mr. Fellows: 

This is in response to your Apr i l 6, 1978, l e t t e r to Dr. Harold Wahlquist^ 
requesting Fish and W i l d l i f e Service comments on the Nuclear Energy Center 
(NEC) Phase I I Site S u i t a b i l i t y Analysis in the State of South Carolina. 

Enclosed fo r your information is a copy of the most recent Habitat Evalua-
t i on Procedures. This guidel ine should be useful i n evaluating t e r r e s t r i a l 
habi tat a l te ra t ions . The preliminary evaluation of endangered and threat-
ened species present a t the a l ternat ive si tes appears to be adequate. How-
ever, the zigzag salamander (Plethodon dorsal is dorsal is) is not a federal ly 
protected species. 

I t appears that an object ive evaluation has been made on the f i ve al terna-
t i ve s i tes in a r r i v i ng at the Lake Hartwell s i te as an area on which to 
focus the proposed NEC Phase I I I study. Vie are equally concerned about 
the re la t i ve l y large amount of water that would be required fo r cooling 

.purposes and the potent ial impact to indigenous aquatic populations in 
Lake Harfcwell. I have been informed that Dr. Harold Wahlquist and 
Dr. James P. Clugston, Southeast Reservoir Invest igat ions, Clemson, South 
Carolina, w i l l meet with you to discuss th i s matter and to explore the 
poss i b i l i t i e s fo r Federal aquatic research on Lake Hartwell. 

We appreciate the opportunity to par t ic ipa te in th is study. 

Sincerely yours 

Assistant Regional 
Director--Environment 

Enclosure 

o 



SOUTH CAROLINA 
NUCLEAR ADVISORY COUNCIL 

Edward J. Hennelly, Ph.D., Chairman 
Kenneth W. Gregg, Ph.D., Vice-Chairman 
James W. Bureh, Director 

Suite 640 
2221 Devine Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29205 
803 758-5520 

1978 

Kir. W. Scott Fellows 
Director of Special Programs 
Southern States Energy Board 
Suite 1230 - 2300 Peachford Road 
Atlanta, GA 3033S 

Dear Scott: 

I want to thank you for the opportunity to review your Nuclear Energy 
Center Site Suitability Analysis .""j) have only one comment to rrake. 
In Section 9C you exclude the Clark Hill site from "serious conside-
ration" for institutional reasons. I suggest that because of the 
"institutional reasons" a study designed to determine the possibility 
of securing land, previously committed to other purposes, for use as 
an energy producing site might be worthwhile. 

As economic growth continues the time will come when use of abdicated 
land such as the National Forest or Corps of Engineers land on the 
South Carolina side of Clark Hill is not only preferable but necessary. 
This is already occurring in some locations as witness San Diego 
Electric and C-as' land swap with the Department of Interior to secure 
the Sun Desert site. Further, the Sumter National Forest and the Corps of 
Engineers land comprise such a high fraction of the land in McCormick 
County, S. C. that the tax base has been eroded and affected the oppor-
tunity for industrialization. A recent General Accounting Office study 
recommends federal installations around Clark Hill as a means of miti-
gating adverse economic impacts. 

Jennings McAbee, Representative from McCormick County has considered 
means of transferring dedicated land to promote use and would be pleased 
to participate with you in resolving institutional problems associated 
with studying the Clark Hill NEC site. Mr. McAbee is prepared to help 
solve the problem which your preference for studying the Lake Hartwell 
Site avoids. 

Again let me thank you-for the opportunity to review your excellent Site 
Suitability Analysis. 

Sincerely yours, 
i 

(- „ lO . C t"- „ \ U. ) 

„ James W. Burch 
Director 
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May 8, 1978 

Mr. W. Scott Fellows 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Exchange Place 
2200 Feachford Road ^12^0 
Atlanta, Georgia 30538 

Dear Mr. Fellows: 

SUBJECTS ORNL/Sub-7336/1 DOE NEC Program Phase II Draft Report 
(i 

The consideration of-an NEC raises a number of important questions,) 
which are unaddressed in the Phase II draft. The most fundamental 
ie the extent to which an NEC will shape the destiny of a state or 
of a region. More specif ic ally i' how would South Carolina's future 
economy and employment potential be limited if an NEC is sited on 
Lake Hartwell or elsewhere to generate electricity for tne Southeast? 

Nuclear industries provide very few jobs per site and only a minimal 
number of jobs per dollar of capital investment. Furthermore, nuclear 
power plants use great quantities of water which are subsequently 
unavailable for more jobs-intensive industries. The decision whether 
or not South Carolina - and to an extent Georgia - wisnes to foreclose 
upon the development of non-nuclear industries deserves to be made 
directly and deliberately. 

Pages 1-1 and 1-3 indicate the purposes of tne Phase II and III Btudies. 
The important proolems of adequate water supply, acceptable heat 
dissipation, minimal acceptable air dispersion,, expected weather effects, 
and available geologic scientific data appear to be dealt with only 
casually, rather than critically.' Although the Lake Hartwell and SRP 
sites are identified as potential sites for future study, information 
presented in the Phase II draft indicates that none of the sites is 
suitable for an NEC. 

Section 6 (p.6.1-1) only casually investigates important factors of 
geology, temperature inversions, and air flot;. 

6•1-2 The question of availability of water necessary to support an 
liEO at Lake Hartwell deserves additional investigation in Phase III. 
Further, the development of/^dustry demands for water is an issue which 
reoslveB no attention beyond,its inclusion in the consensus statnment. 
Finally, a change in local habits or changes in regulations could 
compromise the water available to an NEC or to other utilizers. 

The undated Oak Ridge Tk notion that_ 10>i of mean annual flow is an 
acceptable NEC water demand from a lake is most tenuous, particularly 
since it is also described as 10/i of minimum mean annual flow and as 
3600 cfs. The huge variance in the 7Q.10 and average flow numbers for 
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i Lake Marion and "the Clark Hill reservior make this mystery apuear suitable for a 

clearer definition in Phase III, accompanied by data. This is particularly important 
because the Lake Hartwell site comes so close to absorbing the Oak Ridge estimate. 

6.2 Specific Beismic information is available about the SRP site wnich compromises 
the conclusion that earthquakes' problems are negligible. Presumably Phase III will " 
contain more factual data about the Lake Hartwell site. 

6.2-1 The, exclusion of the factor of air dispersion characteristics as a geotechnical ... 
consideration is an important omission. Dissipation of heat and dispersion of TCltf 
moisture have long been recognized as significant problems with NEC's. '6 

6.2-7 Table. The groundwater conditions at SRP (the kcBean & Tuscaloosa aquifers) T/^ 
should exclude the SRP site from further consideration as an NEC site. Jlftf 

6.J Power losses in transmission are unquantif ied. : 

7.1-1 A more accurate title would be '".vildlife and Ecological Differences Amjmg the • " 
Sites". Titles on pp. 7-1-4 and 7*1-6 could be similarly altered. •••••-» 

7.1-1 Paragraph 2. Change "be found" to "be sought". Also, the "dramatic decrease 
in air pollution in urban areas over.1 the past fifteen years" is appropriate only to 
specific industrial communities. Certain other communities have contrary experience. u< 

7*2-2 Air Stagnation Potential: "From the point of view of air stagnation potential, 
the differences between sites are minimal" is only accurate in a general sense; when 
considered in conjunction with other statements that air stagnation, temperature a 
inversions, and wind dispersion conditions are poor in South Carolina - approximately 
as poor as the infamous Los Angeles basin area — it becomes clear that all of the 
sites are unsuitable for any industry which is polluting to theiatmosphere and depends 
upon active natural dispersion of its pollutants. Phase III wiljl hopefully confront1 
this fact more directly. It may be of interest that the SRP wind conditions noted 
on page 7*2-2 are in conflict with AGNS/NRC data which measured over a period of one 
calendar year that stagnant air conditions prevailed in Barnwell ky/o of the. time. 

Section 7 might profit by an expansion to include important information now excluded 
from Phase II draft: 

Environmental conditions J 
expected impacts of routine & accidental releases from an NEC 
comparative impacts of boiling vs. pressurized water reactors at an NEC 

tf^P 
Environmental/social implications of an NEC 

recreational choices affected by an MEG 0 

existing industries and agriculture affected by an NEC 
potential new industry and agricultural growth affected by an NEC 
new water demands created by social impact of an NEC 
combined deleterious effects of and other industries in a specific region 

9-4 and other places. The consideration of the SRF site as an acceptable site 
geotechnically is mysterious in light of the acknowledged poor foundation conditions 
(swamp) geologic hazards (fault), ground water (major aquifers close to the surface), 
and meteorologic conditions (even worse than the Piedmont sites). The> only "good" 
factorofor the SRP site are the Savannah River flow and the general public acceptance 
of - or resignation to - the takeover of that portion of the state by nuclear 
industries. _ 

Ji 

\3 

o 
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11-2 contains the statement "How will fuel cycle questions be answered." - which 
perhaps implies that waste fuel rod storage at an NEC, and final waste storage, and 
decommissioning of the 12 reactors will receive attention in Phase III. The public 
deserves to have these serious problems directly considered, particularly so that 
taxpayers are not faced with the direct ultimate financial responsibility for these 
problems. PhaBe IIXshould consider how these costs must be incorporated into the 
electric bills of those taking advantage of the NEC power. The dissolution or phase 
out of the NEC should not impose economic penalties upon South Carolinians. 

Throughout the report a casual mention is made of co-located fuel cycle facilities 
at an NEC. The conclusion on page l-J that a fuel cycle M£C offers general benefits 
is an overstatement in the context of this report. Page 2-1 indicates that the power-
plus-fuel-cycle ICC was not considered in this study. Page 4-1 states that "certain 
back-end fuel cycle activities may be evaluated in Phase III." Not only are these 
three statements contradictory, but the benefits and problems of a fuel cycle NEC are 
significantly unlike a power-producing NEC, and would unsuitably be tacked on to the 
last stage of this sort of study. 

Finally, the preaise of this NEC study is that electrical growth in demand on the 
order of 4000 l-iW(e) per year through the 1990's will take place in the service area. 
The capital requirements for construction and consumption of energy on this scale 
has never been developed - to my knowledge - in terms of costs to the consumer. 
Perhaps Phase III could investigate the plausibility of the necessary billion or 
$6 billion per year investment into electrical generation capacity. 

Environmentalists Inc. appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Phase Ix draft 
report. /ie expect to receive a copy of the final Phase II report and follow-on 
studies. If we may be of further assistance, please feel free to let me know. 

Sincerely, 
•'"V , < , / / / /• 

Lj ̂  (111- i-i f- t-t-ori Ls j, 

buzaiirie Rhodes 

u 
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RALPH SARLIN 

May 17, 1978 

Mr. W.S. Fellows 
Director of Special Programs 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Exchange Place, Suite 1230 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 
Dear Mr. Fellows: 
c> 
Thank you for briefing me on your Site Suitability Analysis 
Draft Report and for providing us an opportunity to comment 
and to participate in Phase III of your study. 
Since the Lake Hartwell site is in our area and a part of 
Lake Hartwell adjoins Pickens County, we especially app-
reciate your sharing information with us and providing 
opportunities to cooperate in the study. 

Sincerely, 

Ernest W. Cooler 
EWC:tr 

o 
O 



U N I T E D S T A T E S D E P A R T M E N T O F T H E I N T E R I O R 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

S O U T H E A S T RESERVOIR INVESTIGATIONS 
2 0 6 HIGHWAY I 2 3 BY PASS 

C L E M S O N , S O U T H C A R O L I N A 2 9 6 3 1 

May IT, 1978 

Mr. W. Scott Fellows 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Exchange Place 
2300 Peachford Road, Suite 1230 
Atlanta, Georgia 30338 

Dear Mr. Fellows: 

I appreciate the opportunity to meet with Mr. Benator and you in 
order to learn about the Southern States Energy Board and to tell you 
about the Southeast Reservoir Investigations. As I indicated at the 
meeting, our major responsibility is to evaluate impacts of power 
plant development on Southeastern aquatic ecosystems. Most of our 
research has "been upstream from Hartwell Reservoir in Keowee and 
Jocassee Reservoirs. Since we have been working in Savannah River 
reservoirs and since our laboratory is in Clemson on the shores of 
Hartwell Reservoir, we are especially interested in the possible use 
of Hartwell Reservoir as a source of cooling water. 

I have reviewed your "Phase II, Site Suitability Analysis Draft 
Report." I know we have information which will help answer some of 
the questions asked on page 11-1. Further, we have the capability 
of expanding our research to include studies in Hartwell Reservoir 
if site specific data are needed. I hope you will consider SERI as 
a cooperator as you move into Phase III of your work. We will be 
pleased to help in any way needed. 

An additional copy of the general "Prospectus" which I provided 
earlier is enclosed. 

Sincerely, 



A PROSPECTUS FOR RESERVOIR RESEARCH 

The Savannah River and its tributaries have been altered into a near 

continuous chain of power reservoirs. Power plants include conventional 

hydroelectric, pumped storage systems and nuclear fueled steam generation. A 

series of nuclear production reactors (Savannah River Plant) are downstream 

from the reservoirs. Two of the hydroelectric reservoirs are relatively old 

(Hartwell and Clark Hill) and have established stable'aquatic communities. The 

impounding of Russell Reservoir and its role as a pumped storage reservoir will 

place an unknown impact on Clark Hill Reservoir. The failure of the water 

discharged from Hartwell Reservoir to be replenished with dissolved oxygen 

because of the inundation of the Savannah River will affect Clark Hill Reservoir 

and the new Russell Reservoir. A 1^,^00 MW nuclear energy center is being 

considered for the South Carolina shore of Hartwell Reservoir and Duke Power 

Company has a number of other power plants (pumped-storage and steam generation) 

under consideration throughout the Savannah River watershed. All additional 

power plants could alter the water quality and aquatic communities in these 

reservoirs. Effects may be detrimental or beneficial. 

A major problem in evaluating the effects of any habitat alteration is the 

availability of ample background data before a particular water-using operation 

begins. It is sometimes difficult to sort out changes which result from 

meterological conditions or natural changes as a reservoir ages from those caused 

by man's activities. Evaluations are further confounded if a reservoir's water 

is used for many purposes. 
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Considering the complexness of this reservoir—river system and "the addition 

of more power plants in the future, it is important that "baseline data is 

collected now. Physical and chemical characteristics of existing reservoirs 

should be determined to evaluate changes resulting from construction and 

operation of future power plants. The vertical and horizontal distribution and 

seasonal abundances of zooplankton and larval fish should be measured. This 

kind of information will help determine the depth and type of intake structures 

which will least affect these aquatic communities. Relative abundance data of 

adult fish and larval fish communities, both before and after power plant 

construction, are needed to measure many subtle effects of habitat alterations. 

Population data also are required by state game and fish agencies to make 

management, decisions. 

The Southeast Reservoir Investigations, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 

were established to develop a general expertise on the impact of power 

development on the aquatic ecosystems in the Southeast and to provide selected 

analysis of biological effects of thermal discharges and/or pumped-storage 

hydroelectric operations to power companies, State resource agencies, and 

Federal agencies concerned with power plant problems. This laboratory has 

collected water quality and biological information from the upper' impoundment of 

Duke Power Company's 6l0 MW Jocassee Pumped Storage Station (Jocassee Reservoir) 

and the lower impoundment (Keowee Reservoir) since 1973. Keowee Reservoir also 

supplies cooling water for a 2600 MW nuclear power station and a lUO MW 

hydroelectric plant. The cooling water is returned to Keowee Reservoir and the 

hydroelectric plant discharges water into Hartwell Reservoir. Most research to 

date has been concerned with the thermal effects of the nuclear power plant. 
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Data include physical-chemical, plankton and benthos relative abundance, and 

fishery population dynamics. Pumped storage research includes water quality 

alteration and the passage of larval fish through the station during both 

pumping and generation. In general, research is designed to determine the 

long term effects of habitat alteration on fish and other aquatic life. 

The Southeast Reservoir Investigations recently has included field-

experimental research and reservoir modeling in the overall program. Further, 

plans are being made to replicate ongoing research at other power sites 

throughout North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia. Many replicated studies 

can not be conducted simultaneously because sites under consideration are in 

different phases of planning, construction, and operation. Actual number of 

studies and sites will depend on manpower and funding. Ideally, the research 

will lead to predictive models of power plant impacts in the Upper Piedmont 

region of the South which should be useful to government agencies and power 

companies involved with power plant environmental impact statements and to those 

concerned with the management of public waters. 

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Southeast Reservoir Investigations 

Clemson, South Carolina 29631 
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D U K E P O W E R C O M P A N Y 

G E Eli AI, o I-'J' ] (: lu s TELEPHONE: AREA 70.) 
3 7 3-4 0 1 1 422 SOUTH CHURCH STREET 

C h a r l o t t e , n . C . 1 

May 23, 1978 

b e g e m m ) 
n ... 

Dr. Lamar P r i e s t e r m i « 
South C a r o l i n a Department o f 

Hea l t h and Envi ronmenta l Con t ro l 
2600 B u l l S t r e e t 
Columbia, South C a r o l i n a 29201 

Dear Dr . P r i e s t e r : 

Re: Nuclear Energy Centers 
F i l e No: GS E-4 l 

In recen t years Duke Power Company has p a r t i c i p a t e d in numerous reviews o f the 
Nuclear Energy Center Concept. The concensus o f these reviews has been t h a t 
Nuclear Energy Centers are t e c h n i c a l l y f e a s i b l e , but t h a t no g r e a t advantages 
o r s t r ong needs f o r them have been i d e n t i f i e d to o f f s e t the heavy impacts which 
would r e s u l t f rom t h e i r l a rge s i z e . 

Since prev ious s t u d i e s , i n c l u d i n g the Cong ress iona l l y mandated s tudy known as 
"Nuc lear Energy Center S i t e Study - 1975," have been most ly gener i c in n a t u r e , 
we agree w i t h the suggest ion t h a t the NEC concept be eva lua ted f o r a s p e c i f i c 
s i t e . F u r t h e r , we agree w i t h the Southern S ta tes Energy Board 's s e l e c t i o n o f 
Lake H a r t w e l l as the most a p p r o p r i a t e s i t e i n South Caro l i na f o r s tudy o f the 
energy cen te r concept a t a s p e c i f i c l o c a t i o n . 

I f the H a r t w e l l s tudy f i n d s the NEC concept v i a b l e , l a rge NEC's cou ld become 
an a d d i t i o n a l a l t e r n a t i v e f o r e v a l u a t i o n and comparison w i t h c o n v e n t i o n a l l y 
s i zed f a c i l i t i e s s i t e d in a d ispersed manner when u t i l i t i e s are p l ann ing f o r 
t h e i r f u t u r e g e n e r a t i n g needs. In the meantime, the NEC study should have no 
bea r i ng on c u r r e n t p l ann ing f o r f u t u r e genera t i on t h a t may now be underway or 
on the u t i l i z a t i o n o f e x i s t i n g s i t e s f o r new p l a n t s . 

We are e n c l o s i n g w i t h t h i s l e t t e r a copy o f our s p e c i f i c comments on the d r a f t 
r e p o r t f o r Phase I I o f the DOE Nuclear Energy Center Program. 

Yours very t r u l y , 

W. H. Owen 
Sen ior Vice Pres iden t 
Eng ineer ing and C o n s t r u c t i o n 

WHO/DBS:cs c 

Enc. 



OCONEE COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 

Drawer 188 • Walha l la , South Carol ina 29691 

Telephone ( 8 0 3 ) 6 3 8 - 9 5 8 5 

C. Dick Plyler, Exec. Director 

Mrs . Lois Douberley, A d m . Asst. 

South Carolina 

V Jure 14, 1978 

Mr. W. Scott Fellows 
Director of Special Programs 
Southern States Energy Board 
One Exchange Place 
2300 Peachford Road, Suite 1230 
Atlanta, Georgia 30338 

Dear Scott: 

This is to inform you of my sincere interest to assist 
your office in any way possible regarding the study involving 
Lake Hartwell. I was unable to corner Ernie Cooler, but am 
enclosing a Hartwell map indicating possible site selections. 
These sites are in sparsely populated areas and could include 
the needed 22 square miles at either site — one is Clemson 
University property; the other could have some National Forest 
acreage. 

Again, let me assure you of my interest in assisting your 
office in any way. 

Sincerely, 

C. Dick Plyler 
Executive Director 

CDP/lwd 
Enclosure 


